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1
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2
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SENTENCE

1

1

19

PICTURE PARAGRAPH

1

5

2

20

PHRASE

1

1
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INFINITIVES, GERUNDS

1

1
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22

PHRASE

1

1

23

ARTICLES

1

1
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24

PREPOSITION

1

1

1

25

COMBINING TWO SENTENCES

1
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1
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1
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1

5

2
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5
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PROSE PARAGRAPH

1

5

3
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1

5

3

APPRECIATION

5

5

2

QNO
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1
1

1
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5

5

3
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POETRY PARAGRAPH

1

5

3

50

GENERAL COMPREHENSION

5

10

2

51

ERRORS

5

5

3

52

PICTURE COMPREHENSION

5

5

2

100

46
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ENGLISH PAPER – I – SECTION–I – PART–I ENGLISH PAPER – I – SECTION–I – PART–I
(1) Choose the appropriate synonym of the (2) Choose the appropriate antonym of the
underlined word:
(5x1=5)
underlined word:
(5 x 1 = 5)
accomplishment
alms
amazing
brutality
campaigned
captured
coarse
constantly
denied
diligence
diligence
diminishing
disappears
discharged
earnestness
eradicate
erupt
erupted
exacting
exceptional
fanatic
fanned out
fascinating
figure out
forlorn
glory
glum
indispensible
initiating
invidious
jostled
magnanimous
mastered
overcome
overwhelming
panic
penalized
persistance
piteous
popular
profound
pursuit
quenching
rare
redress
renovated
restricted
reverent
rumor
rumor
scantily
scramble
seldom
soaring
soars past
staunch
sufficient
tendered
tortured
triumphantly
valour
well-defined
yields

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

achievement
offerings
wonderful
cruelty
claimed
arrested
rough
continuously
refused
hardwork (carefulness)
steady effort
decreasing
vanishes
carried out
seriousness
wipeout
suddenly happen
burst
challenging
unusual (extraordinary)
enthusiastic
spread out
interesting
understand
forsaken
beauty
sullen
essential
starting
unjust
competed
splendid
learnt
conquer
over powering
fear
punished
continuous effort
sorrowful
famous
strong feeling
chase
extinguishing
uncommon
compensation
repaired
limited
respectful
false story
mis-information
insufficiently
struggle
rarely
raising
increases to
steadfast
adequate
offered
made to suffer
victoriously
bravery
clearly marked
produce

ancient
artificial
ascended
brave
brutality
capture
certain
coarse
construction
cursed
darkness
denied
differences
diligence
diminishing
dirty
divine
eagerly
exceptional
excited
famous
fascinating
fastest
foreign
fortunate
grandiose
harsh
hostility
immense
indispensable
internal
invidious
invisible
irreverent
miserable
modern
narrow
native
opulence
overhead
panic
particular
patronised
penalised
piteous
privileged
proud
public
ragged
rare
remember
renovated
reverence
rumor
seldom
several
slavery
soaring
tragedy
triumphantly
whole
wide
worse

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

modern
natural
dethroned
timid (weak)
kindness
release
indefinite (doubtful)
smooth
destruction
blessed
brightness
accepted
similarities
laziness
increasing
clean
mortal
indifferently
usual
deprived
popular
uninteresting
slowest
native
unfortunate
unimpressive
gentle
friendship
small
dispensable(inessential)
external
just
noticeable
respectful
joyful
ancient
broad (wide)
foreigner
poverty
underneath
brave (calmness)
general
discouraged
rewarded
joyous
deprived
humble
private
tidy
common
forgot
damaged
disrespect (irreverence)
fact
often
few
freedom
decreasing (falling)
comedy
unsuccessfully
part
narrow
better
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(3) ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS
AIDS
- Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
AIR
- All India Radio
ATM
- Automated Teller Machine
B.Tech
- Bachelor of Technology
BPO
- Business Process outsourcing
CA
- Chartered Accountant
CAT
- Career Aptitude Test
CCTV
- Closed circuit television
CPU
- Central Processing Unit
IAS
- Indian Administrative Service
ILO
- International Labour Organization
IOB
- Indian Overseas Bank
KPO
- Knowledge Process outsourcing
MNC
- Multi national Company
NEWS
- North East West South
NGO
- Non-Governmental Organization
PS
- Personal Secretary / Post Script
PA
- Personal Assistant
RADAR - Radio Detection And Ranging
RAM
- Random Access Memory
RBI
- Reserve Bank of India
ROM
- Read Only Memory
RRB
- Railway Recruitment Board
RTE
- Right to Education
SAT
- Scholastic Aptitude Test
SBI
- State Bank of India
SIM
- Subscriber’s Identity Module
SR
- Southern Railways
SSC
- Staff Selection Commission
SSLC
- Secondary School Leaving Certificate
TAFE
- Tractor and Farm Equipment
TANSI
- Tamilnadu Small Scale Industries
UAE
- United Arab Emirates
UFO
- Unidentified Flying object
UNESCO - United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organisation
UNO
- United Nations Organization
VISCOM - Visual Communication

(4) HOMOPHONES
WORD1
adapt
ail
ale
all
already
altar
alter
antic
arc
assent
aught
bail
bail
ball
bare
bark
bark
bate
bay
bay
bear
bear
beech
beer
bell
belle

MEANING1
ழ

ஏ ப ெபா

ப ப

ஒ

த

வத ம

எ

லா

பான

ஏ ெகனேவ
பலிபட
மா

ேகாமாள

தன

ப ைற வ வ
ச

மத

ஏதாவ
ஜாம

நைர இைற த
ப

ெவ

மேன

மர ப ைட
ைர த

ைற, தண

தவ

வைள
சகி
கர
கா
ப

மண
ெசா

நிறமான

டா

ெகா
மர

கா

WORD2
adopt
ale
all
ail
all ready
alter
altar
antique
ark
ascent
ought
bale
bale
bawl
bear
barque
barque
bait
bey
bey
bare
bare
beach
bier
belle
belly

MEANING2
ம

வ க

எ

லா

ப ப

மா
பழ

த

பான

த

ேப தயா

பலிபட

கால தி

பட
ஏ

ய

, ெப

ேவ
க
க

உர க க
தா

, ெபா

ப ச

, பட

ப ச

, பட

வசிய ,

மாகாண
மாகாண

திற த

தைலவ
தைலவ

ட படாத

கட கைர
சவ வ
ெசா
அ

வய

கா

berth
birth
bite
bite
blew
borrow
bough
bow
boy
brake
bread
break
bred
burrow
ய
but
cards
career
cease
ceiling
cell
cell
cereal
cheque
cited
coat
complement
cord
corpse
counsel
course
descent
desease
dew
die
disease
dual
fare
fare
feat
feint
flair
forego
foul
groan
hair
heel
here
him
in
lesson
lion
loose
maize
mantle
meat
meet
miner
naught
naughty
night
one
ore
pale
peal
piece
plane
pounce
praise
pray
prey
price
principal
principle

ப

மிட

birth
பற
berth
ப
ைக
க
த
bight
டா கட
க
த
byte
ைப
வ சிய
blue
நல
கட
வா
த
borough
ஊ
கிைள
bow
தைல வண
வ
bough
கிைள
சி வ
buoy
மிதைவ
நி
தி
break
உைட த
ெரா
bred
இன
உைட த
brake
நி
தி
வள த
bread
ெரா
வசி
அைற
borrow
கட
வா
த
ஆனா , தவ ர
butt
இல
அ ைடக
cords
கய க
ேவைல
carrier
தா கி
நி
seize
ப , பறி த
ெச
அைறய
உ
ைர sealing
திைரய த
ெச
sell
வ பைன
அைற
sell
வ ற
உண
தான ய
serial
ெதாட
உ
ய
check
ேசாதைன ெச
ேம ேகா
கா
த f sighted
பா தா
அ கி
cote
கலிட ,
தி ெச
ஒ
compliment வா
,ப
கய
chord
நர
சவ
corps
ப டாள
திமதி
council
ஆேலாசைன சைப
ப
coarse
ரடான
இற
dissent
ச மதியாைம
இற
disease
ேநா
பன
due
உ ைம, வ , க ப
இற த
dye
சாய
ேநா
decease
மரண
இர
duel
ச
ைட
க டண
fair
அழகிய
க டண
fair
ெபா
கா சி
வ ர (அ
) ெசய
feet
பாத
ேபாலி ேதா ற
faint
தள த
திறைம
flare
சீ றி எ( ) தல
ேன ெச
forgo
வ
வ
ெவ
க த க
fowl
நா
ேகாழி
ல
த , ேத
த
grown
வள த
உேராம , தைல
heir
வா
தி கா
heal
ஆ த
இ
hear
ேக
அவைன
hymn
தி பாட , பா ர
உ ேள
inn
ச திர
பாட
lessen
ைறகிற
சி க
line
ேகா
தள வான
lose
இழ
ேசாள
maze
சி கலான பாைத
ஆைட
mantel
சைமயலைற மாட
லா
உண
meet
ச தி த
ச தி த
meat
இைற சி
ர க ெதாழிலாள minor
18 வய
நிர பாத
தனமான
not
இ ைல
தனமான
knotty
க
ள
இர
knight
திைர
ஒ
won
ெவ ற
ore
தா
ெவ
த
pail
வாள
மண ேயாைச
peel
உ
peace
சமாதான , அைமதி
வ மான
plain
சாதாரண
தா
, ேகால ெபா
pounds
ப
க
க
ேப த
prise
ெந
ேகா
ெஜப
ெச
prey
இைர
இைர
pray
ெஜப
ெச
வ ைல
prize
ப
த வ , ப ரதான
principle
ல சிய
கியமான
principal
த வ
பற
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prise
red
right
role
route
sail
scene
sea
sell
site
soar
Sole
Some
stationary
steal
stile
story

ெந

ேகா

சிவ
ச
ப

வழி
கட பயண
கா சி
கட
வ

வ

பைன ெச

மைன

உயர பற த
ம

சில

, தன

ப ட, பாத

நிைலயான
தி
ப

க

கைத

price
வ ைல
read
ப
த
write
எ
roll
,உ
root
ேவ
sale
வ யாபார
seen
பா தா
she
அவ
cell
ெச
cite
ேம ேகா
கா
sore
,
யர
soul
உய
sum
கண
stationery
எ
ெபா
steel
எஃ , உ
style
எ
தாண , நாக
storey
மா

(5) British English American English
aerial
antenna
aeroplane
airplane
anayse
analyze
angry with
mad at
anti-clock wise
counter clock
wise
asthetic
esthetic
autumn
fall
biscuits
cookies
blind
window shade
blinkers
blinders
bonnet
hood
book stall
news stand
boot
trunk
bread hins
bread boxes
cab
automobile
car park
parking lot
central air conditioning central air
centre
center
chemist
druggist
cheque account check account
chips
crisp
cinema
movies
cloak room
rest room
coffin
caskets
colour
color
co-operate
cooperate
cot
crib
credit account
credit account
cross road
inter section
cuddly toy
plush toy
currency note
bill
curtains
drapes
cute
cunning
cutting
clipping
dish cloth
dish rag
draughts
checkers
dreamt
dreamed
dual carriage way divided highway
dustbin
trashcan, garbage
endeavour
endeavor
enrol
enroll
estate agents
realtors
exercise book
composition book
favourite
favorite
fellow
guy
fibre
fiber

த

ட

sum
symbol
tail
tail
tale
team
threw
through
tow
vain
vein
waist
wait
weather
yoke

கண
அைடயாள
வா
வா

கைத
ஊேட
ஊேட
க

இ

வ

இர த

த
ய சி
ழா

இ

கா தி
காலநிைல

க

fire brigade
fire department
flat
apartment
flyover
over pass
fresher
fresh man
friend
buddy
goods train
freight train
green pepper
bell pepper
haemophilia
hemophilia
hairgrips
bobby pins
hire
rent
hoarding
hoarding
holiday
vacation
interval
intermission
jam
jelly
jewellery
jewelry
jug
pitcher
kilometre
kilometer
lady bird
lady bug
laundrette
laundromat
letter box
mail box
lice
cooties
licence
license
lift
elevator
lingerie
intimate appeal
lorry
truck
mad
crazy
main road
highway
marvellous
marvelous
match
game
maths
math
mazie
corn
memorise
memorize
metre
meter
mobile library
book mobile
mobile phone
cell phone
multi-storey car parking
parking garage
nappy
diaper
neighbour
neighor
non-toxic
nontoxic
number plate
license plate
organisation
organization
paraffin
kerosene
pavement
side walk
perambulator
baby carriage
petrol
gas, gasoline
plaster
band aid
postbox
mail box

க த

சண

some
சில
cymbal
ைக தாள
tile
ஓ
tale
கைத
tail
வா
teem
மி
தி
through
வ
threw ஊேட (இற த கால )
toe
கா
வர
vein
இர த
ழா
vain
வ ணான, பயன ற
waste
பயன ற
weight
எைட
whether
if
yolk
ைட ம ச
க

postman
mailman, mail carrier
power cuts
power outages
prison
penitentiary
programme
program
provisional driving licence
learner's permit
public convenience- comfort station
public governance comfort station
public holiday
Federal holiday
public school
private school
public transport system mass transit
queue
line
railways
railroad
ring road
belt way
rise
raise
rubber
eraser
rubbish
garbage, trash
sacked
fired
shop
store
shop assistant
sales clerk
single
one-way
skilful
skillful
skin (fruit)
peel (fruit)
slept
spelled
stupid
dumb
suitcase
grip
sweet, sweets
candy, candies
tarmac
black top
taxi
cab
teatowed
dish towel
terminus
depot, terminal
theatre
theater
tie
neck tie
timber
lumber
time table
schedule
tins
can
torch
flash light
travelled
traveled
trousers
pants
tyre
tire
undertaker
mortician
wash basin
sink
water-tap
faucet
wind screen
wind shield
witness box
witness stand
zed
zee
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(6) COMPOUND WORDS
air
any
any
any
any
arm
back
back
back
ball
basket
bath
bath
battle
bed
bee
birth
black
boat
book
book
book
book
brief
butter
butter
camp
camp
candle
card
car
child
chop
class
clock
court
cow
cup

port
more
place
thing
where
chair
ache
ground
pack
pen
ball
robe
tub
tub
room
line
day
board
ride
case
let
shelf
worm
case
cup
fly
fire
ground
stick
board
pet
hood
stick
mate
wise
yard
boy
board

airport
anymore
anyplace
anything
anywhere
armchair
backache
background
backpack
ball pen
basketball
bathrobe
bathtub
battleship
bedroom
beeline
birthday
blackboard
boat ride
bookcase
booklet
bookshelf
bookworm
briefcase
buttercup
butterfly
campfire
campground
candlestick
cardboard
carpet
childhood
chopstick
classmate
clockwise
courtyard
cowboy
cupboard

cut
dare
day
day
deep
dish
dish
door
door
door
door
door
down
dragon
drop
dry
ear
ear
ever
every
every
eye
fast

let
devil
break
dram
fry
washer
water
bell
mate
step
stop
way
cast
fly
let
clean
ache
rings
green
body
day
ball
food

cutlet
daredevil
daybreak
daydream
deep-fry
dishwasher
dishwater
doorbell
doormat
doorstep
doorstop
doorway
downcast
dragonfly
droplet
dry clean
earache
earrings
evergreen
everybody
everyday
eyeball
fast food

finger
fire
fire
fire
fire
fire
fish
flash
flash
foot
foot
fore
fore
for
for
four
free
friend
gentle
gold
good
good
grand
grand
grand
grass
grave
green
ground
hail
hall
hand
hand
hard
head
head
head
head
heart
heart
high
home
honey
hook
horse
house
in
in
in
jaw
lady
land
land
land
leader
leaf
length
light
light
light
loud
make
master
match

print
arm
fighter
place
proof
works
tail
back
news
ball
print
cast
see
got
give
fold
drive
ship
man
fish
day
will
father
mother
stand
hopper
yard
house
nut
storm
way
cuff
written
ware
ache
light
master
mistress
beat
broken
way
work
comb
worm
fly
boat
coming
side
sight
bone
bug
lady
lord
mark
ship
let
wise
green
house
sensitive
speaker
over
piece
stick

fingerprint
firearm
firefighter
fireplace
fireproof
fireworks
fishtail
flashback
flash news
football
footprint
forecast
foresee
forget
forgive
fourfold
free drive
friendship
gentleman
goldfish
good day
goodwill
grandfather
grandmother
grandstand
grasshopper
graveyard
greenhouse
groundnut
hailstorm
hallway
handcuff
handwritten
hardware
headache
headlight
headmaster
headmistress
heartbeat
heartbroken
highway
homework
honeycomb
hookworm
horsefly
houseboat
incoming
inside
insight
jawbone
ladybug
landlady
landlord
landmark
leadership
leaflet
lengthwise
light green
lighthouse
light sensitive
loudspeaker
makeover
masterpiece
matchstick

meat
moon
my
neck
news
night
no
off
on
other
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
out
over
over
over
over
pale
pan
partner
pen
photo
play
play
pop
post
radio
rail
rain
rain
rattle
ring
ring
river
safe
sand
sand
sand
school
sea
sea
sea
sea
sewing

ball
light
self
tie
paper
fall
body
hand
line
wise
door
field
fit
grow
law
let
number
patient
post
run
side
sourcing
board
dose
due
load
blue
cake
ship
knife
copy
ground
room
corn
man
active
way
bow
drops
snake
guard
worm
bed
guard
bags
castle
paper
boy
food
food
shore
weed
machine

ship
shoe
short
skate
sky
snow
snow
soft
some
sound

wreck
string
bread
board
scraper
board
storm
ware
thing
proof

meatball
moonlight
myself
necktie
newspaper
nightfall
nobody
offhand
online
otherwise
outdoor
outfield
outfit
outgrow
outlaw
outlet
outnumber
outpatient
outpost
outrun
outside
outsourcing
overboard
overdose
overdue
overload
pale blue
pancake
partnership
penknife
photocopy
playground
playroom
popcorn
postman
radioactive
railway
rainbow
raindrops
rattlesnake
ring guard
ringworm
riverbed
safeguard
sandbags
sandcastle
sandpaper
schoolboy
seafood
seafood
seashore
seaweed
sewingmachine
shipwreck
shoestring
shortbread
skateboard
skyscraper
snowboard
snowstorm
software
something
soundproof
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space
stair
star
stomach
straw
sun
sun
super
super
super
super
surf
tail
tea
tea

ship
case
light
ache
berry
light
shine
human
impose
man
natural
board
gate
cup
pot

spaceship
staircase
starlight
stomachache
strawberry
sunlight
sunshine
superhuman
superimpose
superman
supernatural
surfboard
tailgate
teacup
teapot

thunder
tight
time
tomb
tool
tool
tooth
tooth
tooth
type
under
walking
wall
war
war

storm
rope
table
stone
box
kit
ache
brush
paste
write
stand
stick
paper
drobe
ship

(7) Singular and plural
Memory Tips
Singular ending
Plural ending
- um, - on
-a
- us
-i
- is
- es
-a
- ae
- ix, - ex
- ices
aircraft
aircraft
aluminous (fem)
alumnae
aluminous (mas)
alumni
alumna
alumnae
alumnus
alumni
analysis
analyses
aquarium
aquaria
axis
axes
cattle
cattle
crisis
crises
criterion
criteria
crops
crops
cupful
cupsful

wash
water
water
water
week
well
wheel
wheel
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
your

curriculum
daughter – in – law
deer
dining room
erratum
focus
genie
innings
man servant
means
medium
memorandum
premises
series
sheep
species
spectcles
strattum
swine
termini
terminus
collect

(8) AFFIXES (SUFIX & PREFIX)
anti
aircraft
un
announce
announce
ment
dis
appear
appear
ance
apply
ication
arrive
al
mis
behave
non
believer
betray
er
tele
book
break
out
out
break
bright
ness
capital
ise
cardio
gram
care
ful
care
less
bio
chemistry
citizen
ship
anti
climax
re
collect

thunderstorm
tightrope
timetable
tombstone
toolbox
toolkit
toothache
toothbrush
toothpaste
typewrite
understand
walking stick
wallpaper
wardrobe
warship

un
self
non
dis
dis
en
dis
co

pre
pre
tele

ive
collect
colour
colour
common
confidence
conformist
connect
courage
courage
courage
cover
cricket
danger
education
education
education
electric
eminent
exempt
fashion
fix
friend
gram

ion
ful
less

auto
bio
un
self

low

al
ist
ity
ion
able
ship

washout
waterfall
watermelon
waterproof
weekend
well-defined
wheelbarrow
wheelchair
woodcutter
woodland
woodpile
woodshed
woodwork
woodworm
yourself

curricula
daughters – in – law
deer
dining rooms
errata
foci
genies
innings
men servants
means
media
memoranda
premises
series
sheep
species
spectcles
stratta, strata
swine
termine, terminuses
termini

ous
er
ous

out
fall
melon
proof
end
defined
barrow
chair
cutter
land
pile
shed
work
worm
self

inter
mis
sub
ex
re
inter
un
ig
extra

graph
graphy
happy
help
help
help
hyper
inspect
inspect
land
land
lock
management
marine
marry
minster
moral
move
move
music
nation
necessary
noble
ordinary
other

ful
less
tension
ion
or
lord

iage
ity
able
ian
al

wise
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micro

oven
over
part
passion
perform
perish
person
philo
phone
physics
play
play
point
possible
power
power
professional
purpose
real
refuse
requsite
scholar
secure
secure
spell
standard
taken
taste
teach
techno

tele
geo
dis
im
em
non
multi
pre
in
mis
sub
mis

lap
y
ate
ance
able
al
logy
er
less
ful
ity
al

ill
non
sub

non
non
ultra
en
tele
micro
re

trans
treat
treat
uniform
urban
use
non
video
violence
violent
violet
vision
vision
wash
wash
wave
whole
whole
write

form
ment

less
vegetarian
gram

er
able
sale
some

ship
ly

secretive
metallic
inferior, director

Security
Comparable
education

ful
er
logy

ability a-bi-li-ty (4)
about a-bout (2)
articulate ar-ti-cu-late (4)
Articulate ar-ti-cu-late (4)
Astronomy as-tro-no-my (4)
Barely bare-ly (2)
Communication com-mu-ni-ca-tion (4)
Entertainment en-ter-tain-ment (4)
Extravaganza ex-tra-va-gan-za (5)
Fanatic fa-na-tic (3)
Guitarist gui-ta-rist (3)
Inside in-side (2)
Internal in-ter-nal (3)
Locomotive lo-co-mo-tive (4)
Morality mo-ra-li-ty (4)
Music mu-sic(2)
guitrist gui-ta-rist
Observable ob-ser-va-ble (4)
People peo-ple (2)
Permanent per-ma-nent (3)
phil-har-mo-nic
Philharmonic phil-har-mo-nic (4)
Political po-li-ti-cal (4)
Prisoners pri-so-ners (3)
Properly pro-per-ly (3)
Quality qua-li-ty (3)
Royalty ro-yal-ty (3)
Survival sur-vi-val (3)

(10) SYLLABLES
(12) Construct a sentence using one of the words given
(11) Choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful
below: a) earnest b) earnestly c) earnestness
ெகா
க ப
ள
ெசா க
ஏேத
ஒ ைற
sentence:
ேகா
ள இட ல எ
க
ச யான அ த
ெகா ட வா ைதைய
க

எ

த ேவ

.

01. He likes to _____ his favorite TV serial the whole hour.
(a) see (b) watch
= (b)
02. The rhythm of the songs was fast and ___.
(a) interesting (b) melodious (c) lively (d) quick = (d)
03. Identify the correct spelling of the word.
(a) recieve (b) receive (c) ricieve
= (b)
04. I gave my application ____
(a) in black and white (b) in black (c) in white
= (a)
05. Don’t ____ the flowers.
(a) break (b) pluck (c) pick
= (b)
06. Raja will _____ a letter next week.
(a) receive (b) get
= (a)
07. He will ____ a letter next week.
(a) receive (b) get
= (a)
08. She ___ the situation with a positive frame of mind.
(a) saw (b) faced
= (b)
09. Cherrapunji people ____ rain water.
(a) waste (b) save
= (a)
10. as the car passed, it ____ the rain water.
(a) shook (b) scattered
= (b)
11. They _____ clean drinking water for the party.
(a) prepare (b) provide
= (b)
12. People ____ he monsoon.
(a) welcome (b) envy
= (a)
13. Harish ____ to pass in his exams.
(a) expects (b) hopes
= (b)
14. Overeating ____ his health.
(a) affected (b) effected
= (a)

1) I know the meaning of the word _________.
I know the meaning of the word earnest.
2) They know the meaning of ______.
They know the meaning of earnest.
3) Tell me the meaning of ________.
Tell me the meaning of earnest.
4) Do you know the meaning of "_____"?
Do you know the meaning of "earnestly"?
5) I copy the word ‘________’ in my note.
I copy the word ‘earnestness’ in my note.
6) ‘________’ is an English word.
‘earnestness’ is an English word.
7) ‘________’ is not a Tamil word.
‘earnestness’ is not a Tamil word.
ஏேத

ஒ

ைற பய

ப

எ

பழ

ெகா ள

.

(30) Punctuation
1. Start with capital letter. வா
ய ஆர ப
உ ள
எ
ைத ெப ய எ
எ த
.
2. Names – start with capital letter
3. O, Oh, Ah, Hurrah, Alas எ ற வா ைதக
னா ! ேபாட
.
4. ேக
வா ய எ
இ
? ேபாட
.
5. Direct Speech எ
" " ேபாட
.
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ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – I – 15. Which of the

options given below will suit the following sentence?
Type
I

Condition
Probable

II

Improbable

III

Impossible

If – Clause
If you work had,
(Present)
If you worked
hard (Past)

Main Clause
You will pass
(Future)
You would pass

If
you
had
worked hard
(Past perfect)

You would
have passed

If – clause இ
ைனெசா Present verb (is / are / (verb) rain,
(verb + s) rains) ஆக வ தா main clause இ will / can இ
.
If – clause இ
ைனெசா Past verb (were, went, studied) ஆக
வ தா main clause இ would இ
.
If – clause இ Perfect verb (has / have/ had) ஆக வ தா main
clause இ would have / could have இ
.
(1) If the driver had been alert, __________
a) the accident can be avoided
b) the accident could be avoided
c) the accident could have been avoided
= the accident could have been avoided
(2) If Naveen is late, __________
a) he would be punished
b) he will be punished
c) he would have been punished
= he would be punished
(3) If I had worked harder, __________
a) I would succeed
b) I would have succeeded
c) I will succeed
= I would have succeeded
(4) If I had come earlier, __________
a) I would catch the train
b) I can catch the train
c) I would have caught the train
= I would have caught the train
If a vampire appeared, I would get frightened.
If Gopu has money, he will buy a new shirt.
If he did his work well, he would be rewarded.
If he dropped the flask, it would break.
If he had not helped me, I would have failed.
If he had seen me, he would have called me for help.
If he had stayed back, John would have met him.
If he had studied hard, he would have passed.
If he had told me, I would have been ready.
If he played well, he would win the prize.
If he sent me an invitation, I would have attended the marriage.
If he sings well, he will get the first prize.
If he studied more, he would pass the exam.
If he studied well, he would pass the exam
If he went late, he would not get water
If I finish my home work, I will watch the television.
If I had gone for the tour, I would have met my brother.
If I had gone home late, I wouldn't have met my friend.
If I had money, I would buy a scooter.
If I had more money, I would buy a BMW car.
If I had run faster, I would have succeeded in the race.
If I had seen the thief, I would have informed the police.
If I had stayed back, he would not have missed me.
If I had walked fast, I would not have missed the bus.
If I had won the competition, life would have been different for me.

If
If
If
If
If

I learnt to dance, I would open a dance school.
I went home early, I would eat my dinner.
I went to Agra, I would see Taj Mahal.
I were a bird, I would fly in the sky.
I were a fish, I would live in water.

If I were a millionare, I would help aged people.
If I were a rich man, I would buy a car.
If I were a rich man, I would help the needy.
If I were a snake, I would bite.
If I were an angel, I would touch the sun.
If I were lucky, I would meet Sachin.
If I were the headmaster, I would give more holidays.
If I were the king of England, I would live in London.
If I were you, I would do it.
If I were you, I would finish it at once.
If I were you, I would not behave like this.
If I were your employer, I would treat you with friendliness.
If I won a lottery, I would buy a big car.
If I won a lottery, I would buy a car.
If I won a lottery, I would spend for the poor.
If I wrote a book, I would get Padma Sree award.
If India were to win, they should have the killer instinct.
If it had rained, we would have stayed at home.
If it rains, I shall get wet.
If it rains, I will take an umbrella.
If it rains, we will stay at home.
If Kapoor had money, he would buy a car.
If Naveen is late, he will be punished
If one drank poison, he would die.
If Raj had lost in the election, he would not have become an MP.
If Rani had won the medal, she would be happy.
If Ravi works hard, he will get good marks.
If Sachin had not played well, India would have lost.
If she dances well, she will get the prize.
If she dropped the glass, it would break to pieces.
If she gets the tickets, she will go to Delhi tonight.
If she had danced well, she would have been selected.
If she had known her name, she would have called her.
If she had seen him, she would have talked with him.
If she had time, she would meet us.
If she stayed at home, she would be bored.
If she studied more, she would pass the exam.
If she takes medicines, she can recover early.
If the police had seen the thief, he would have caught him.
If the test is held tomorrow, I will sit up late and study.
If they attend the examination, they will get scholarship.
If they had had funds, they would have supported the campaign.
If they had succeeded, they would have been happy.
If they went to Delhi, they would stay with their friend.
If we got out of the gate, the dog would bite us.
If you are tired, you may rest for sometimes.
If you attend the meeting, you will get prizes.
If you come to school late, you will be punished.
If you drank more, you would die.
If you dropped this jar, it would break.
If you feel sick, go to the doctor.
If you go out in the rain, you will get wet.
If you had accepted it, you would have been succeeded.
If you had had your breakfast, you wouldn’t have felt tired.
If you had not done your home work, do it now.
If you had won the lottery, you would have become a millionaire.
If you have a ticket, you can go into the theatre.
If you lend me some money, I can buy a new car
If you need me, I’ll be there.
If you play well, you will win the match.
If you read well, you will pass the examination.
If you sleep too much, You will feel lazy.
If you spoke kindly to them, they would listen to you.
If you told her the way, she could take you home.
If you touch the electric wire, you will get a shock.
If you trust me, tell me your secret.
If you use binoculars, you will see clearly.
If you walk in the rain, you will get cold.
If you waste water, you will suffer
If you watch TV for long hours, you will get poor marks.
If you work hard, you will get a rank.
If you work in haste, you will go wrong.
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ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – I – 16.

Identify the pattern of the following sentence:
S
V
O
A
C
IO
DO

-

SUBJECT
VERB
OBJECT
ADVERBIAL
COMPLEMENT
INDIRACT OBJECT
DIRACT OBJECT

SV
SVO
SVC
SVA
SVOA
SVIODO
SVIODOA
SVOC

-

He sang.
He sang a song.
He was a leader.
He sang in Tamil.
He sang a song in Tamil.
He gave me a pen.
He gave me a pen yesterday.
He called me fool.

1) He answered my question instantly.
a) SVOC
b) SVCA
c) SVIODO
= SVOA
2) Reading made him a complete man.
a) SVOC
b) SVCA
c) SVIODO
= SVOC
3) His father gave him his school bag.
a) SVOC
b) SVCA
c) SVIODO
= SVIODO
Sentence Pattern
All his patients adore him.
- SVO
Birds fly.
- SV
Dr. Nanjappa is a dentist.
- SVC
He is my friend.
- SVC
He called me fool.
- SVOC
He gave a pen.
- SVO
He gave me a pen yesterday.
- SVIODOA
He gave me a pen.
- SVIODO
He has dedicated his life for their welfare. - SVOA
He invited me to Sriperumbudur.
- SVOA
He is a teacher.
- SVC
He loves his profession.
- SVO
He shows kindness to his patients.
- SVOC
He sings loudly.
- SVA
He treats his patients at his clinic.
- SVOA
He was excited.
- SVC
He was going to school.
- SVA
He wore his new uniform.
- SVO
He works cheerfully throughout the day.
- SVAA
He Wrote him a letter.
- SVIODO
His car is painted green.
- SVC
His father gave him his school bag.
- SVIODO
I visited the temple at Sriperumbudur.
- SVOA
Mr.Raj is a teacher.
- SVC
Raju woke up.
- SV
Reading made him a complete man.
- SVOC
We both enjoyed the trip.
- SVO
We travelled in his car.
- SVA
We wear woollen clothes in winter.
- SVOA
Shyam gave me the right answer.
- SVIODO
He visits the orphanage frequently.
- SVOA
We call Gandhi ‘Mahatma’.
- SVOC
Alexander conquered many countries.
- SVO
Velu grew tired after the match.
- SVCA
I admire her for her courage.
- SVOA
All the cows have been milked.
- SV
This shoe is large.
- SVC
Suddenly they heard a cry.
- ASVO

ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – I – 17. Choose the correct
question tag for the following statement:
1) Students should be allowed to use the library everyday. ____?
a) should they? b) isn't it? c) shouldn't they?
= shouldn't they?
2) You should treat each with respect, _______?
a) should you? b) has it? c) shouldn't you?
= shouldn't you?
3) Plants give out oxygen during the day, _______?
a) do they? b) don't they? c) won't they?
= do they?
4) The flag has four colours on it, _______?
a) isn’t it? b) hasn't it? c) has it?
= hasn't it?
A question tag is question. It is asked by the speaker. It
should be placed at the end of the statement.
The tag will follow a comma and begins with a small letter.
The tag will contain a pronoun. The tag ends with a question mark.
Positive sentences take negative tags. The negative tag is in
contracted form. Negative sentences take positive tags. A personal
pronoun is a subject of a question tag. It represents the subject of a
main sentence.
Its pattern for negative tag: Auxialiary verb + n’t + subject
Its pattern for positive tag: Auxialiary verb + subject

1. த
Helping verb ஐ க
க ேவ
.
2. Helping verb இ ைலெய
Simple Verb ஐ
வ மா
க ேவ
.
1) see = do + see 2) sees = does + see 3) saw = did + see
3. அேதா not ஐ ேச
ெகா ள ேவ
.
4. அ
pronoun ஐ எ த ேவ
.
5. கைட
? ஐ ேச க ேவ
.
1. Positive sentences take negative tags.
ேந மைற வா ய
Question tag எ

ேவ

.

மைறயாக அைம க

a. She will be here soon, won’t she?
b. There was a lot of problem. Wasn’t there?
2. Negative sentences take positive tags.
எ மைற வா ய
Question tag ேந மைறயாக அைம க

ேவ

.

a. She won’t be late. Will she?
b. They don’t like it. Do they?
3. Words like few, rarely, hardly, little, scarcely, seldom, none and
never form negative sentence. They are semi negative words. Use
positive tag.
a. He is scarcely aware of the tragedy, is he?
b. They seldom see each other nowadays, do they?
4. Suggestion:
a. Let us play hockey, shall we?
b. Let me go for a walk, shall I?
5. Contracted forms are used in tags.
am + not = arn’t (or) aren’t
is + not = isn’t
will + not = won’t
are + not = aren’t
shall + not = shan’t
was + not = wasn’t
can + not = can’t
were + not = weren’t
may + not = mayn’t
does + not = doesn’t
would + not = wouldn’t
do + not = don’t
should + not = shouldn’t
did + not = didn’t
could + not = couldn’t
has + not = hasn’t
might + not = mightn’t
have + not = haven’t
must + not = mustn’t
had + not = hadn’t
need + not = needn’t
ought + not = oughtn’t
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He is clever.
He is clever, isn't he?
Selvi is clever.
Selvi is clever, isn't she?
I am good.
I am good, aren't I?
They are bad.
They are bad, aren't they?
He has books.
He has books, hasn't he?
Everybody liked the movie,
didn’t they?
Few boys attended the class,
did they?
Have another cup of tea,
will you?
He should see a doctor if he is unwell, shouldn’t he?
I am not late,
am I?
I have answered your question,
haven’t I?
I haven’t answered your questions,
have I?
I shall carry the bags for you,
shan’t I?
I’m late,
am I?
It has been raining continuously,
hasn’t it?
It is cool today,
isn’t it?
Let’s go for a walk,
shall we?
Let’s go to movie,
shall we?
Let’s have a tea,
shall we?
Many of us do not know this information, do we?
Our team will win the match,
won’t it?
People ought to keep the streets clean, outghtn’t they?
Plants give out oxygen during the day, don’t they?
Prices are high.
aren't they?
Prices are not high.
are they?
Remember to close the window,
won’t you?
Remember to lock the room,
won’t you?
Shakila can't speak English well, -----? can she?
She is not taken food.
is she?
She rarely watches television,
does she?
Shreya draws well,
doesn’t she?
Stop talking -----?
won't you?
Swarna cannot run fast,
can she?
The bell has not rung,
has it?
The bell has rung,
hasn’t it?
The boys are playing cricket.
aren't they?
The boys will not meet you.
will they?
The boys write well.
don't they?
The bus is early today,
isn’t it?
The conductor will not give the ticket,
will he?
The conductor will not give you change for Rs.10/- will he?
The flag has four colours on it,
hasn’t it?
The flag has three colours,
hasn’t it?
The lessons are quit interesting,
aren’t they?
The lessons are boring,
aren’t they?
The sun rises in the east,
doesn’t it?
The sun sets in the west,
doesn’t it?
There are enough mangoes for all of us, aren’t they?
There is water in the tank,
isn’t there?
There is no water in the tank,
is there?
They could see none,
could they?
We get uninterrupted power supply, __? don't we?
You aren’t well,
are you?
You have finished your work.
haven't you?
You know this address,
don’t you?
You know this girl,
don’t you?
You know this story,
don’t you?
You should treat each other with respect, shouldn’t you?
You smoke.
don't you?
Your father does not play cricket.
does he?
Your friend will meet me.
won't he?
The postman is late today,
isn’t he?
Rani does not know Telugu,
doesn’t she?
You cannot drive,
can you?
He cannot swim,
can he?
Wait a minute,
can you?
Personal computers are very useful,
aren’t they?
Valli did not attend the school,
did she?
Let us go for a picnic,
shall we?
Have one more chocolate,
will you?
Let’s go to the market,
shall we?
The girl gets first prize always,
doesn’t she?

ENGLISH–I–SECTION–II–PART–I – 18. Complete the sentence:
(1) No other girl in the class is _________ Kamala.
(a) most clever as (b) more cleverer as (c) as clever as
= as clever as
(2) No other boy in the class is _________ Babu.
(a) most smart as (b) more smart as (c) so smart as
= so smart as
(3) The cream cake is _________ the plain cake.
(a) as expensive as (b) not expensive than (c) most expensive of
= as expensive as
(4) No other boy in the class is _________ Krishna.
(a) most naughty as (b) more naughty than (c) as naughty as
= as naughty as

POSITIVE
so …… as
No other
Very few

COMPARATIVE
adj + er (more + adj)
+ than
adj + er (more + adj)
+ than any other
adj + er (more + adj)
+ than many other

SUPERLATIVE
adj + est
the + adj + est
(most + adj)
one of the +
adj + est (more + adj)

Note:
Positive degree
 as + Adj + as
 as sweet as
Comparative degree  Adj + er + than  sweeter than
 more + adj + than  more beautiful than
Superlative degree  the + Adj + est
 the sweetest
 the + most + adj  most beautiful
Example:
Abdul is not so tall as Anbu.
Anbu is taller than Abdul
Mala is as tall as Kala.
Kala is not taller than Mala.
No other animal is so big as the elephant.
The elephant is bigger than any other animal.
The elephant is the biggest of all animals.
Very few Tamil poets were as great as Kambar.
Kambar was greater than most other Tamil poets.
Kambar was one of the greatest Tamil poets.
No other river in the world is as long as the Nile.
The Nile is longer than any other river in the world.
The Nile is the longest river in the world.
Degrees of Comparison
The girl runs as fast as the boy.
She types as quickly as her tutor.
Her pen doesn’t write as smoothly as his.
The servant cooks as deliciously as my mother.
The girl isn’t as fast as the boy.
She is as good as he is.
Her pen isn’t as big as his.
The girl’s cycle is as heavy as the boy’s.
My old cycle isn’t as expensive as a new one.
Of course, it is not so comfortable as the new one.
And it doesn’t look as attractive as the new one, either.
Ice is as light as snow.
Your words are not as effective as your father’s.
My watch is just as expensive as yours, too.
This soap removes stains as effectively as the other.
He rides as fast as she does.
Bar soap doesn’t clean as effectively as soap powder.
The new menu is more expensive than the old menu.
The new waiters are better than old waiters.
The cream cake is richer than the plain cake.
The new sweets are better.
The prices of vegetables are going higher and higher.
It is getting harder and harder.
Shorter the queue the faster the service.
The more expensive the restaurant the heavier the bill.
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ENGLISH–I – SECTION–II – PART – I – 19. Choose the sentence
which correctly conveys the meaning of the sentence given below.
(1) No body can forget how India won her freedom.
(a). Everyone cannot forget how India won her freedom.
(b). Everyone can remember how India won her freedom.
(c). Everyone cannot remember how India won her freedom.
Answer : (b).
(2) No body can forget how Dhoni batted against Sri Lankans.
(a). Everyone cannot remember how Dhoni batted against Sri
Lankans.
(b). Everyone can forget how Dhoni batted against Sri Lankans.
(c). Everyone can remember how Dhoni batted against Sri
Lankans.
Answer : (c).
(3) Can any one be more patient than a mother?
(a). No one can be more patient than a mother.
(b). Anyone can be more patient than a mother.
(c). Everyone can be more patient than a mother.
Answer : (a).
(4) No body can remember how the incident had occurred.
(a). Everyone cannot remember how the incident had occurred.
(b). Everyone can remember how the incident had occurred.
(c). Everyone cannot forget how the incident had occurred.
Answer : (a).
Note :
1. Nowhere - anywhere
Nowhere could I find my lost purse.
I could not find my lost purse anywhere.
2. Nothing – anything
Nothing is possible for a lazy man.
Anything is impossible for a lazy man.
3. No sooner than – as soon as.
No sooner did the bell ring than all the students ran home.
As soon as the bell rang, all the students ran home.
4. had better - should
You had better stop talking like this.
You should stop talking like this.
5. None - any
None of these books is yours.
Any of these is not yours.
Negative sentences :
1. We do not have sufficient food for all of us here (barely).
We barely have sufficient food for all of us here.
2. Nobody can forgot how India won the world cup.
Everyone can remember how India won the world cup.
3. The thief caught red handedly.
The thief was caught when he was stealing.
4. As soon as I saw the black car I liked it.
No sooner did I see the black car I liked it.
5. Nathan never listens to me. (hardly).
Nathan hardly listens to me.
6. Buses do not stop here often (Seldom).
Buses seldom stop here.
7. No one can raise an objection to this proposal.
Anyone will welcome this proposal.
8. As soon as I saw the snake I killed it.
No sooner did I see the snake I killed it.
9. He does not come late to school. (Scarcely)
He scarcely comes late to school.
10. Nowhere could I find my lost book.
I could not find my lost book anywhere.
11. Rajan writes to his mother only once in three months (rarely).
Rajan rarely writes to his mother.
12. All the girls except Kavi passed in Maths.
Kavi did not pass in Maths.
13. No one hates to become a millionaire.
Every one wants to become a millionaire.
14. No one likes to become a poor man.
Every one hates to become a poor man.
15. Nobody could I contact after the accident.
I could not contact anybody after the accident.

SECTION – II – PART – I – 20. Complete the sentence:
(Phrasal preposition)
(1) ___ the rain, the match continued.
(a) In the event of (b) In spite of (c) Instead of
= In spite of
(2) The Kabadi match continued ___ heavy rains.
(a) in the event of (b) in spite of (c) instead of
= in spite of
(3) ___ the heavy rain, the train was delayed.
(a) In the event of (b) In spite of (c) Instead of
= In the event of
(4) ___ his sickness he could not study well.
(a) In the event of (b) Because of (c) In spite of
= Because of
___ illness, he retired from his job.
owing to
___ the staff he reads the address.
on behalf of
He acted ___ my instructions.
accroding to
Please take this dead rat ___ my house.
away from
I took tea this morning ___ taking coffee.
instead of
From her early days, Joan was ___ others.
different from
He placed his box ___ the window.
by the side of
Don't play ___ the busy road.
in the middle of
My brother has gone to Madurai __ my father. along with
National song was sung ___ the meeting.
as soon as
Gandhiji was ___ his simplicity.
famous for
August 15th 1947 is a ___
red letter day
Gandhi ___ eating mutton.
gave up
So he earns more than me. ___
big deal
You don't have to worry ___
on that score
He ___ play tennis during holidays.
used to
The examination started ___ ten.
at the stroke of
It was ___ to score high in mathematics.
beyond him
The loss did not upset him ___.
in the least
She is very sensitive ___.
by nature
He is ___ the mischief of his son.
blind to
I go to bed early ___.
as a rule
His ___ the purse.
eyes falls on
She ___ get up at five in the morning.
used to
They decided to ___ the old house.
move out of
Vimala ___ in the Olympic competitions.
set records
You are ___ go wherever you like.
be free to
Don't walk ___ the raod.
in the middle of
The criminal ___ his past life.
reflected about
Slowly the patient ___.
rose to his feet
The little girl is ___ weeping.
on the verge of
After an enquiry for two hours the police ___ let him go
The old man died ___
in peace
By ___ he managed to eascape.
stroke of luck
August 15 th, 1947 is a ___.
red-letter day
Did you ___ me?
talk about
Even ___ crisis Sachin reamnined unfazed. in the face of
Gandhiji had a ___ for all material things.
pet aversion
Gandhiji put his ___ in whatever he did.
heart and soul
Gandhiji was ___ his simplicity.
famous for
Gandhiji was always ___ fear and hatred.
free from
Gandhiji, though thin, was as ___.
fit as fiddle
Gandhiji's philosophy still ___.
holds good
He ___ eating mutton.
gave up
He hit on a brilliant idea.
hit on
He is ___ the dog.
looking after
He reeled off lines after lines.
reeled off
He was ___ affairs.
at the helm of
He was ___ his wife Kasturba.
fond of
He went for the ball.
went for
I ___ God.
believe in
I found myself completely ___.
at sea
In the meantime, the second world war ___. broke out
It is said of Nehru that he was born with a ___. silver spoon
John is ___ Mary.
waiting for
Nehru stood by Gandhi through ___.
thick and thin
Peanuts and goat's milk were a ___ of his diet. part and parcel
Sachin always prefers to be ___ publicity.
away from
___ her illness, she lost her life.
Due to
____ he is rich, he is humble.
Even though
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ENGLISH–I–SECTION–I PART–II (21) Infinitive – Gerund
Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence:
dislike, enjoy, hate, like ேபா ற verb ம
about,

on

ேச

ing] வ
வ தா

த Verb வ தா
.

ேகா

agree, decide

ம

ேகா

ட இட

ட இட

gerund [verb +

let, too ேச த Verb க
infinitive [to + verb] வ .

I don’t like _______ TV. (see)
= seeing
All the boys love _____ (play).
= playing
_____ is injurious to health. (smoke)
= smoking
We enjoy ____ (watch) cinema.
= watching
I am too tired _____ (do) the homework. = to do
I agreed _____ (give) my book.
= to give
ENGLISH–I–SECTION – I PART – II (23) Articles
Choose the appropriate article to complete the sentence:
ேகா
ட இட
vowel (a, e, i, o, u) sound
(உ
ஒ ) வ தா an வ
.
ேகா
ட இட
consonant (a, e, i, o, u)
sound (ெம ஒ ) வ தா a வ .
ேகா
ட இட
superlative, plural வ தா
the வ .

1. a, e, i, o, u, எ

தா
'Yu' எ ற ஒ
“a” வ . a union, a European,
a university, a useful, a uniform, a eve, a unicorn
2. o எ
ஆர
தா
'wa' எ ற ஒ
வ
ெசா க
“a” வ . a one rupee note, a one
eyed giant, such a one
3. h எ ற ஒ
வ
ெசா க
“a” வ . a
happy man, a horse, a hen, a hare
4. A pencil, a hundred rupee note, a minute. I have a
scooter and two bicycles, a hundred, a couple, a
dozen.
வ

ெசா க

ஆர

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Desert and Plateau: The Sahara, The Attagama,
The Deccan
Directions: The East, The South (as nouns)
Great events: The Quit India Movement
Groups of Islands: The Andamans, The West
Indies
Mountain ranges: The Himalayas, The Vindyas,
The Alps. Note: Mount Everest, Dodabetta,
Hudson Lake
Musical Instruments: The Piano, The Veena
News papers, Magazines: the Hindu, the Indian
Express, the Thinamani, the Thinamalr, the
Kumudam, the Kalkandu, the Kalki
Political parties: The congress,
Rivers: The Ganges, The Krishna, the Themes,
the Cauvery, the Palar, the Indu
Sacred books: The Bible, The Koran, The
Ramyana, The Vedas
Seas/Oceans: The Baltic sea, The Pacific Ocean,
The Indian Ocean, the Red sea, the Arabic sea
Ships and trains: the Victoria, the Queen
Elizabeth, the Pandiyan Express, the Tamilnadu
Express,
Straits, Gulf: The Persian gulf, The Palk, The
Gibraltor
Unique objects: the sun, the sky, the earth, the
moon, the equator, the North pole

ENGLISH–I–SECTION – I PART – II (24) Preposition
Choose the appropriate preposition to complete the
sentence:
Prepositions எ பைவ இைண
ெசா களா
.

அைவ noun, noun phrase ம
gerund
வ
.
1. before a noun
He is fond of sweets.
2. before a noun phrase He is fond of milk sweets.
3. before a gerund
he is fond of eating sweets.

Prepositions எ பைவ 3 வைக ப .
1. a, e, i, o, u எ ற ஒ
வ
ெசா க
“an”
1. Simple prepositions
வ
. an ass, an elephant, an ink bottle, an orange,
in, on, at, to, as, of, up, by, for, off, down, like,
an umbrella, an honour, an hour, an honest-man, an near, till, from, over, past, with, after, under, before,
hair, an enemy (Note: hour, honest, hair எ ற ெசா க round, around, since, during
“h” எ
ஆர
தா
ெம ெய
ஒ
வ வதா
“an” வ .
2. Double prepositions
2. உ ெர
எ
ஆர
தா
'em' எ ற ஒ
into ,onto, from above, from out, from among,
வ
ெசா க
“an” வ . an M.A., an M.P., an from under, from off, from within, over against
M.L.A.
3. Phrase prepositions
according to
ahead of
1. ேத க
“the” வ . On the 15th of August
along with
apart from
2. மதச ப தமான ெசா க
“the” வ . The
as well as
at the bottom of
English, The French, The Hindus, The Sikhs
at
the
side
of
because of
3. first, second, third,
“the” வ . The first child,
by
means
of
by tint of
The second son
by way of
due to
4. Superlative Degree
“the” வ . The best boy,
for fear of
for lack of
The cleverest child
for the sake of
in accordance with
5.
ரபலமான க
ட க
“the” வ .
The
in addition to
in agreement with
Tajmahal, The Pyramids, The Redfort, The Greatwall
in alliance with
in case of
of China
in collaboration with
in collision with
6.
ெபய க
“the” வ . The army, the
in company with
in comparison with
mob
in conformity with
in connection with
வ
ெபய க
“the” வ .
in consultation with
in continuation of
1 Associations, organizations, Countries made up of
in contrast to
in contravention of
group of states: The U.S.A., The U.K. the U.N.O.
in course of
in favour of
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in front of
in lieu of
in modification of
in portion to
in preference to
in spite of
in the centre of
in the middle of
in tune with
on account of
on top of
out of
with a view to
with respect to

in harmony with
in memory of
in obedience to
in praise of
in return for
in terms of
in the event of
in the place of
instead of
on behalf of
other than
owing to
with reference to

1. In: இ
He works in a bank.
Birds migrate in winter.
The milk is in the cup. I will see you in the morning. He
is in army.
He lives in China.
2. On: ேமேல
He goes to church on Sundays. My house is on the main
road. People are happy on Christmas days.
3. At: அ
He laughs at her. He was at his office. He started
at 8 A.M. He met me at noon.
4. By: ஆ
He traveled by car. He paid the amount by cash.
He was bitten by a dog. He sent the book by post.
5. With: உட
He came with his wife. The man with a scar is a rebel.
He fought with courage.
6. For: ஆக
He has known him for six years. Here is a letter for you.
There is no demand for apples. He earns money for his
son. He searched the room for his umbrella. This is the
drug for fever. He lived here for five years.
7. Since: இ
I have not seen you since Monday last.
8. To:
I went to school. We pray to God.
They listen to music. Can I speak to him? I wrote a letter
to him. We pray to God.
9. Up: ேமேல
He climbed up Everest. He walked up the stairs.
10. Of: உைடய
He died of grief. She died of hunger. He is the son of a
doctor. Tamilnadu is to the south of Andhra Pradesh. The
table is made of wood. She is a girl of six years.
Mohan lives in the city of Chennai.
11. Over: ேமேல
Spread the cloth over the table. (immediately above)
12. Under: ேழ
The old man sat under a tree. (implies physical contact) A
cat is sitting under the table.
13. After: ற
He departed after dinner.
14. Above:
The plane flew above the clouds.
(some space between)
15. Across:
ேக
Don't run across the road.
They built a bridge across the river.

17. Along: வ ேய
The dog ran along the road.
I walked along the riverbank.
18. About: ப
What do you know about Mercury?
He told me about the accident.
It is a story about a giant.
19. Among: (more than two) ஊேட
The seven robbers fought among themselves.
He stood among the enemies.
20. Below: ேழ The Dead Sea is below the sea
level. (some space between)
The boy scored below seventy marks.
21. Beside: ப க
He lives beside the sea.
22. Besides: அ ட , ேம
Besides a car he owns a bus.
23. Behind:
னா
He hid behind the tree.
There is a temple behind the school.
24. Between: இைடேய
The train runs between Agra and Patna. Between the two
schools there is a church. The farmer divided his property
between his two sons.
25. During: ஊேட
I dreamt during my sleep. People suffered very much
during the second world war.
26. From: இ
He jumped from a bus. He traveled from Vellore
to Chennai. Bees go from flower to flower. He works from
morning to evening. The war lasted from March to May.
27. Near: அ
He lives in a hut near the station.
28. Into (motion): உ ேள
The child fell into the well. The dog ran into the house. He
plunged into the river. The rat went into the hole.
29. Round:
The earth moves round the sun. They were sitting
round the table.
30. Through: வ ேய
The road goes through the tunnel. He looked through the
window. The train went through a tunnel.
31. Till: வைர
Goodbye till tomorrow.
32. Until: வைர He waited until 10 A.M.
33. Within: அத
I shall return within an hour.
The thief escaped within seconds.
34. Without: இ லாம
We can't live without water.
Students are not allowed without uniform dress.
35. Off:
ப த
The plane took off.
36. Above: ேமேல
The sun is above.
37. Out: ெவ ேய
I went out for a walk.
38. Before: ெபா
He came before me.
39. Before: கால
னா
Return my books before Sunday.
40. Around:
My dog often comes around me.

16. Against: எ ராக
Gandhiji bought against the British.
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ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 25. From the context of ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 26.
the two sentences given below form a single sentence.
Rewrite this sentence using the passive voice:
I missed the bus. I was late to school.
= I missed the bus and so I was late to school*
= I missed the bus and so I was late to school.
I have some bills. I must pay them.
= I have some bills and I must pay them.
The boy saw a thief. He cried in fear.
= The boy saw a thief and he cried in fear.
He won the elections. Everyone congratulated him.
= He won the elections and everyone congratulated him.
He was sick. He attended the class.
= He was sick but he attended the class.
= Though he was sick, he attended the class.
She worked hard. She could not get state rank.
= Though she worked hard, she could not get state rank.
Sheela is a clever girl. Sheela is the best singer.
= Sheela is a clever girl and she is the best singer.
You must walk daily. You will be healthy.
= If you walk daily, you will be healthy.
He had finished his meals. He watched TV.
= Having finished his meals, he watched TV.
It rained heavily. All trains are stopped.
= Since it rained heavily, all trains are stopped.
She opened the door. She came in.
= Opening the door, she came in.
Kannan was not intelligent. He was not diligent.
= Kannan was neither intelligent nor diligent.
It may rain. We shall stay at home.
= As it may rain we shall stay at home.

Subject ஐ Object ஆக
, Object ஐ Subject ஆக
மா .
Verb ஐ past participle ஆக மா அத க
by ஐ ேச .
னா
shall/will வ தா அத க
be ஐ ேச .
னா
is/was/are/were வ தா அத க
being ஐ ேச .
னா
have/has/had வ தா அத க
been ஐ ேச .
Subject
த கவா be verb (is/was/are/were) ஆக மா .
He writes a letter.
He wrote a letter.
They buy mangoes.
They bought mangoes.
A cat killed a rat.
She will play chess.
Ram is learning grammar.
She is painting a scene.
They are learning arts.
They are learning grammar.
I shall have written a letter.
We had solved the problem.
He has seen a picture.

A letter is written by him.
A letter was written by him.
Mangoes are bought by them.
Mangoes were bought by them.
A rat was killed by a cat.
Chess will be played by her.
Grammar is being learnt by Ram.
A scene is being painted by her.
Arts are being learnt by them.
Grammar is being learnt by them.
A letter will have been written by me.
The problem had been solved by us.
A picture has been seen by him.

TENSE

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

Present
Simple
Present
Continuous

I write a letter.

A letter is written by me.

Present
Perfect
Past
Simple
Past
Continuous
Past
Perfect
Future
Simple

I am writing a
letter.
I have written
a letter.
I wrote a
letter.
I was writing
a letter.
I had written
a letter.
I will write a
letter.

A dog bit the old man.
A dog killed a cat.
Prem completes his home work. Then he goes to bed.
Boys are learning grammar.
= After completing his home work Prem goes to bed.
Can you buy mother?
Close the door.
Prem completes his home work. Then he goes to bed.
Dickens wrote Oliver Twist.
= Prem complets his home work before going to bed.
Do it at once.
Does Sita like Ram?
The ceiling is very high.
Don't bring your books in.
I cannot touch it.
Don't eat this fruit.
= The ceiling is too high for me to touch it.
Don't open the door.
Don't waste your time.
Kavi opens the door. She enters the room.
Give him a cup of milk.
= Kavi opens the door and she enters the room.
Give me your pen.
Give the order.
Anand heard that he had won the first prize.
Have you received any reply?
Anand jumped with joy.
He ate a mango.
= When Anand heard that he had won the first prize, he jumped with
He closed the doors.
joy.
He closed the window.
He has eaten mangoes.
The tired old woman was unable to go any further.
He saw a picture.
She returned home.
He sees a picture.
= As the tired old woman was unable to go any further, she returned
He will dislike me.
home.
Help the poor.
I am drinking tea.
The child is very short.
I am selling books.
It cannot climb the tree.
I am writing a letter.
= The child is too short to climb the tree.
I bought a book.
I can lift the table.
Radha heard about her victory.
I have finished my work.
Radha was overjoyed.
I have written a letter.
=When Radha heard about her victory, she was overjoyed.

A letter is being written by me.
A letter has been written by me.
A letter was written by me.
A letter was being written by
me.
A letter had been written by me.
A letter will be written by me.
The old man was bitten by a dog.
A cat was killed by a dog.
Grammar is being learnt by boys.
Can mother be bought by you?
Let the door be closed.
Oliver Twist was written by Dickens.
Let it be done at once.
Is Ram liked by Sita?
Let not your books be brought in.
Let not this fruit be eaten.
Let not the door be opened.
Let not your time be wasted.
Let him be given a cup of milk.
Let your pen be given to me.
Let the order be given by you.
Has any reply been received?
A mango was eaten by me.
The doors were closed by him.
The window was closed by him.
Mangoes have eaten by them.
A picture was seen by him.
A picture is seen by him.
I shall be disliked by him.
Let the poor be helped.
Tea is being drunk by me.
Books are being sold by me.
A letter is being written by me.
A book was bought by me.
The table can be lifted by me.
My work has been finished by me.
A letter had been written by me.
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I shall have written a letter. A letter will have been written by me.
I shall write a letter.
A letter will be written by me.
I want to eat mangoes.
I want mangoes to be eaten by me.
I want to shoot the lion.
I want the lion to be shot.
I was writing a letter.
A letter was being written by me.
I wrote a letter.
A letter was written by me.
James ate many cakes.
Many cakes were eaten by James.
John is writing letters.
Letters are being written by John.
Kumaran is making a kite.
A kite is being made by Kumaran.
Love the sick.
Let the sick be loved.
Mala is reading a novel.
A novel is being read by Mala.
Mr. John drove the car fast.
The car was driven fast by Mr. John.
My father gave me a pen.
A pen was given to me by my father.
My father gave me a pen.
I was given a pen by my father.
Open the windows.
Let the windows be opened.
Pieter did a heroic thing.
A heroic thing was done by Pieter.
Please keep this place clean. Let your shoes be removed.
Please remove your shoes.
Let your pen be given to me.
Rajam is selling oranges.
Oranges are being sold by Rajam.
Rajan ate a fruit.
A fruit was eaten by Rajan.
Ram buys a small toy.
A small toy is bought by Ram.
Ram teaches English.
English is taught by Ram.
Ram was cleaning the car.
The car was being cleaned by Ram.
Rama killed Ravana.
Ravana was killed by Rama.
Ravi had painted the door.
The road had been painted by Ravi.
Shakespeare wrote Hamlet.
Hamlet was written by Shakespeare.
She asks me to leave.
I am asked to leave by her.
She ate mangoes.
Mangoes were eaten by her.
She brought me a cup of tea. I was brought a cup of tea by her.
She doesn't know driving.
Driving is not known by her.
She has seen the film.
The film has been seen by her.
She has sold the fruits.
The fruits have been sold by her.
She is making garlands.
Garlands are being made by her.
She looks after her child.
Her child is looked after by her.
She loves me.
I am loved by her.
She sold bananas.
Bananas were sold by her.
She will finish the work.
The work will be finished by her.
She will sing a song.
A song will be sung by her.
She will write a letter.
A letter will be written by her.
Shut the window.
Let the window be shut.
Sing a song.
Let a song be sung.
Sita sings a song.
A song is sung by Sita.
Smith teaches Hindi.
Hindi is taught to me by Smith.
Someone has stolen my pen. My pen has been stolen.
South Indians eat iddlies.
Iddlies are eaten by South Indians.
The boy had stolen my pen.
My pen had been stolen by the boy.
The boy plays chess.
Chess is played the boy.
The boys laughed at Ram.
Ram was laughed at by the boys.
The child eats the fruit.
The fruit is eaten by the child.
The hunter shot a lion.
A lion was shot by a hunter.
The officer bought files.
Files were bought by the officer.
The students do exercises.
Exercises are done by the students.
They are building a wall.
A wall is being built by them.
They made him king.
He was made king by them.
They made me do it.
I was made to do it by them.
They were planting trees.
Trees were being planted by them.
We can see the comet.
The comet can be seen by us.
We eat mangoes.
Mangoes are eaten by us.
We have seen the film.
The film has been seen by us.
Who bought this house?
By whom was this house bought?
Who taught you English?
By whom were you taught English?
Why did you sell the car?
Why was the car sold by you?
You listen to the music.
Music is listened to by you.
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I found a gold ring on the road.
A gold ring was found on the road by me.
Rough use will damage the cycle.
The cycle will be damaged by rough use.
Thomson discovered the electrons.
Electrons were discovered by Thomson.
Shakerphere wrote Hamlet.
Hamlet was written by Shakesphere.
The chairman will distribute the prizes.
The prizes will be distributed by the chairman.
My uncle has painted the picture.
The picture has been painted by my uncle.
The police caught the thief.
The thief was caught by the police.
Raja Rajan built the Big temple of Tanjaore.
The Big temple of Tanjaore was built by Raja Rajan.
They posted all the letters yesterday.
The letters were posted by them yesterday.
The people gave the President a grant welcome.
The President was given a grant welcome by the people.
My sister washes my clothes everyday.
My clothes are washed by my sister everyday.
The manager will give you a ticket.
A ticket will be given to you by the manager.
Anand will have spent all the money.
All the money will have been spent by Anand.
They posted the letters yesterday.
The letters were posted by them yesterday.
Thomson discovered the electrons.
The electrons were discovered by Thomson.
I will have finished my work.
My work will have been finished by me.
She will have finished the work.
The work will have been finished by her.
She will have sung six songs.
Six songs will have been sung by her.
I remember my mother taking me to the temple.
I remember being taken to the temple by my mother.
May God bless all the creatures.
May all the creatures be blessed by God.
Where did you keep the Scooter?
Where was the Scooter kept by you?
Boys and not girls made these toys.
These toys were made by boys, not by girls.
Captain Cook explored the Pacific Ocean.
The Pacific Ocean was explored by Captain Cook.
Charley Bates brought Oliver Twist to Fagin.
Oliver Twist was brought to Fagin by Charley Bates.
Edison invented the electric lamp.
The electric lamp was invented by Edison.
Everyone admires our Principal.
Our Principal is admired by everyone.
Ford company manufactures beautiful cars.
Beautiful cars are manufactured by Ford company.
Joe can find a solution to the problem.
A solution to the problem can be found by Joe.
Many consider AIDS to be a dangerous disease.
AIDS is considered to be a dangerous disease by many.
Someone stole away her jewels.
Her jewels were stolen away.
Mother Teresa had served the poor.
The poor had been served by Mother Teresa.
Mr. Gopu drove the scooter fast.
The scooter was driven fast by Mr. Gopu.
My friend has painted the picture.
My friend teaches me swimming.
The picture has been painted by my friend.
Swimming is taught me by my friend.
I had sharpened my pencil and I had used it to sketch the diagram.
Our conscience makes us cowards.
My pencil had been sharpened and it has been used to sketch
We are made cowards by our conscience.
a diagram.
Our district collector will preside over the function.
You have answered the question correctly so I will give you a gift.
The function will be presided over by our District Collector.
The question has been answered by you correctly so a gift People all over the world speak English.
will be given you by me.
English is spoken all over the world.
A gift was given to me. It was received with joy.
Please keep this place clean.
They (He) gave a gift to me. I received it with joy.
You are requested to keep this place clean.
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Please, read this lesson at home.
You are requested to read his lesson at home.
Ponnan has cleaned the room already.
The room has been cleaned already by Ponnan.
Raju has typed ten letters so far.
Ten letters have been typed by Raju so far.
Ravi's parents will take him to Vellore for a medical check up next
week.
Ravi will be taken by his parents for a medical check up to
Vellore next week.
Sengupta had told him about the accident.
He had been told about the accident by Sengupta.
Shahjahan built the Taj Mahal.
The Taj Mahal was built by Shahjahan.
She is arranging her books now.
Her books are being arranged by her now.
She is collecting the flowers.
The flowers are being collected by her.
She will have finished her work.
The work will have been finished by her.
Some boys were helping the wounded man.
The wounded man was being helped by some boys.
Somebody would have found it if they had tired.
If they had tired, it would have been found by somebody.
The Bishop will preach the sermon.
The sermon will be preached by the Bishop.
The boys are cleaning the windows.
The windows are being cleaned by the boys.
The boys will sing the National Anthem.
The National Anthem will be sung by the boys.
The cat is killing the rat then.
The rat was being killed by the cat then.
The children are singing the National Anthem.
The National Anthem is being sung by the children.
The cobbler is mending my shoes.
My shoes are being mended by the cobbler.
The cobbler mends my shoes.
My shoes are mended by the cobbler.
The English sent Nehruji to jail.
Nehruji was sent to jail by the English.
The farmers are ploughing the fields.
The fields are being ploughed by the farmers.
The fire has burnt down the entire village.
The entire village has been burnt down by the fire.
The girls were watering the plants.
The plants were being watered by the girls.
The Governor received the president.
The President of India was received by the Governor.
The hunter shot a deer dead.
A deer was shot dead by the hunter.
The judge sentenced the murderer to life imprisonment.
The murderer was sentenced to life imprisonment.
The management has dismissed many labourers.
Many labourers had been dismissed by the management.
The manager advised her to come on time.
She was advised to come on time by the manager.
The mason is building a wall.
A wall is being built by the mason.
We celebtare the Golden Jubliee of our Independence this year.
The Golden Jubliee of our Independence is celebtared by
us this year.
ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 26.
Rewrite this sentence using the active voice:
Ravanna was killed by Rama.
= Rama killed Ravanna.
A mango is being eaten by Rani.
= Rani is eating a mango.
Ragu was bitten by the dog.
= The dog bit Ragu.
I am bitten by the dog.
= The dog bites me.
Fruits are sold by them.
= They sell fruits.
A song was sung by her.
= She sang a song.
A song is sung by her.
= She sings a song.
Let your mouth be shut.
= Shut up your mouth.
Ramayana was written by Kambar. = Kambar wrote Ramayana.
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ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 27.
Rewrite this sentence in indirect speech:

Raju said, “I am going to Ooty for the holidays.”
= Raju said that he was going to Ooty for the holidays.
She said, “I wrote to her yesterday.”
= She said that she had written to her the previous day.
He said, “I will be in New York on Sunday”
= He said that he would be in New York on Sunday.
Jeevan said to his teacher, “I cannot understand this lesson. Will
you teach it to me once again?”
= Jeevan told his teacher that he could not understand that
lesson and he also asked if she would teach it to him once again.
Mohan said to his friend, “Have you ever been to the beach? Shall
we go there this evening?”
= Mohan asked his friend if he had ever been to the beach
and he asked if they would go there that evening.
Nagaraj said to his father, “Will you allow me to go on an excursion
to Kerala?”
= Nagaraj asked his father if he would allow him to go on
excursion to Kerala.
The teacher said to the boys, “Where do you want to go?”
= The teacher asked the boys where they wanted to go.
The teacher said to Mohan, “Why were you absent to school
yesterday?”
= The teacher asked Mohan why he had been absent to
school the previous day.
The boy said to his mother, "When will my lunch be ready?"
The boy asked his mother when his lunch would be ready.
The General said to his soldiers, "Open fire."
= The General ordered his soldiers to open fire.
He said to me, "Please wait here."
= He requested me to wait here.
My father said to me, "Don't read so fast."
= My father told me not to read so fast.
My teacher said to me, "Don't read loudly."
= My teacher told me not to read loudly.
The HM said to Mohan, “Bring your father to school tomorrow.”
The master said to the servant, "Bring me a cup of tea."
= The master ordered the servant to bring him a cup of tea.
The master said to the servant, "Go and bring me a cup of tea."
= The master ordered the servant to go and bring him a cup of tea.
The old man said to me, "Please give me some food."
= The old man requested me to give him some food.
The teacher said to the boy, "Work hard to get the first rank."
= The teacher advised the boy to work hard to get the first rank.
= The HM asked Mohan to bring his father to school the next day.
The old man said to him, “Please help me to cross the street”.
= The old man requested him to help him to cross the street.
He said, "How beautiful the Taj Mahal is!"
= He exclaimed that the Taj Mahal was very beautiful.
My uncle said to me. "Wish you good luck."
= My uncle wished me good luck.
The boy said, "Alas! My mother is dead."
= The boy exclaimed in sorrow that his mother was dead.
The boys said, "Hurrah! We have won the match!"
= The boys exclaimed in joy that they had won the match.
The girl said, "Alas! I have lost my purse."
= The girl exclaimed in sorrow that she had lost her purse.
The visitor said, "What a beautiful flower the rose is!"
= The visitor exclaimed that the rose was a beautiful flower.
"What a nice gift this is!" said Kala.
= Kala exclaimed that it was a very nice gift.
The teacher said to the boys, "Listen to me properly."
= The teacher advised the boys to listen to him properly.
Raju said to his father, "Please get me a cycle."
= Raju requested his father to get him a cycle.
Leela asked Meena, "Please lend me your bicycle."
= Leela requested Meena to lend her, her bicycle.
My father said to me, "Don't play with fire."
= My father told me not to play with fire.
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She said to her mother, "Please help this poor boy."
= She requested her mother to help that poor boy.
Ram said to Kamal, "Are you going home?"
= Ram asked Kamal if she was going home.
The teacher said to the boy, "What are you doing?"
= The teacher asked the boy what he was doing.
"Little girl", said I, "why are you weeping?"
= I asked the little girl why she was weeping.
He said, "Who are you, little girl?"
= He asked the little girl who she was.
"Where are you going now?" said Ravi to his friend.
= Ravi asked his friend where he was going.
Kumar said to Raju, "Are you going to join NCC?"
= Kumar asked Raju whether he was going to join NCC.
"Have you ever been to Kodaikanal?" my friend asked me.
= My friend asked me if I had ever been to Kodaikanal.
Our principal said to us, "You have paid your fees?"
= Our principal asked us if we had paid our fees.
Kavi asked Ravi, "Why did you soak the blanket in water?"
= Kavi asked Ravi why he had soaked the blanket in water.
Raj said to Ram, "What is your father?"
= Raj asked Ram what his father was.
Vani said to her father, "I am busy now."
= Vani told her father that she was busy then.
Kamala says, "I like this book."
= Kamala says that she likes that book.
Leela said to her father, "I am not well today."
= Leela told her father that she was not well that day.
Ram said to his father, "I am unwell."
= Ram told his father that he was unwell.
The boy said, "I can speak English."
= The boy said that he could speak English.
The girl said, "I am regular in my home work."
= The girl said that she was regular in her home work.
The teacher said, "The sun rises in the east."
= The teacher said that the sun rises in the east.
He said, "I am going to school now."
= He said that he was going to school then.
I said to him, "You have done it well."
= I told him that he had done it well.
She said, "I shall meet you tomorrow."
= She said that she would meet me the next day.
She said, "I met Gopu several times."
= She said that she had met Gopu several times.
He said, "My horse died yesterday."
= He told that his horse had died the day before.
John said to his son, "I want to meet your teacher."
= John told his son that he wanted to meet his teacher.
The neighbour said to me, "I have a letter for you."
= The neighbour told me that he had a letter for me.
Raju says that he likes reading books.
= Raju says, "I like reading books."
Many said to his brother, "Don't sit idle. Do something useful."
Many advised his brother not to sit idle, but to do something useful.
He said, "I can do it."
= He said that he could do it.
She said, "I must go there." = She said that she must go there.
Raju said, "I may start early." = Raju said that he might start early.
She said, "I could sing well." = She said that she could sing well.
Rewrite this sentence in direct speech:
She said that she had written to her the previous day.
= She said, “I wrote to her yesterday.”
Praveen told me that he did not go to movies often.
= Praveen said to me, “I do not go to movies often.”
Sasi invited Radha to dine with her that day.
= Sasi requested Radha, "Please come to dine with me today."
She told Rama that she would come with him to the forests.
= She said to Rama, “I will (shall) come with you to the forest.”
The doctor asked the patient if he slept well the day before.
= The doctor said to the patient, “Did you sleep well yesterday.”
The teacher advised the boys not to waste their precious time.
= The teacher said to the boys, “Don’t waste your precious time.”
Leela requested Meena to lend her, her bicycle.
= Leela said to Meena, “Please, lend me your bicycle.”
Ravi asked Rani when she would return his book.
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= Ravi said to Rani, “When will you return my book?”
The teacher asked the boys not to speak ill of others.
= The teacher said to the boys, “Don’t speak ill of others.
My friend said that it was a very beautiful view.
= My friend said, “It is a very beautiful view.”
The teacher asked the students if they had done the problem which
he had given to them the previous day.
= The teacher said to the students, “Have you done the
problem which I have given to you yesterday?”
Babu exclaimed that I had rendered him a good deed.
= Babu said, “What a good deed you have rendered!”
Naveen asked his brother if he would accompany him to the
provision store.
= Naveen said to his brother, “Will you accompany me to
the provision store?”
The Headmaster advised us to switch off the fans when we left the
class.
= The Headmaster said to us, “Switch off the fans when
you left the class.”
Selvan wondered if he could climb that hill.
= Selvan said, “Can you climb this hill?”
The teacher told Rangan that she was happy to see that he had
done the exercises correctly.
= The teacher said to Rangan, “I am happy to see that you
have done the exercises correctly.
Pritam asked the shopkeeper whether he would exchange the
defective torch which he had bought from him the previous day.
= Pritam said to the shopkeeper, “Will you exchange the
defective torch which I bought from you yesterday?”
I exclaimed with regret that I had forgotten to bring my pen.
= I said, “Oh! Sorry, I have forgotten to bring my pen.”
Balan told his mother that he was preparing for his examination and
so he could not go with here to the movie.
= Balan said to his mother, “I am preparing for my exam
and so I cannot come with you to the movie.”
Mala told Shanthi that she had completed her assignment and she
needed to take rest for some time.
= Mala said to Shanthi, “I have completed my assignment
and I need to take rest for some time.”
ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 28. From the context of
the two sentences given below form a single sentence using the “If”
Clause
Type Condition
If – Clause
Main Clause
I
Probable
If you work had, You will pass
(Present)
(Future)
II
Improbable
If you worked hard You
would
(Past)
pass
III

If you had worked You would
hard
have passed
(Past perfect)
If – clause இ
ைனெசா Present verb (is / are / (verb)
rain, (verb + s) rains) ஆக வ தா main clause இ will / can
இ
.
If – clause இ
ைனெசா
Past verb (were, went,
studied) ஆக வ தா main clause இ would இ
.
If – clause இ
Perfect verb (has / have/ had) ஆக
வ தா main clause இ would have / could have இ
.

எ
எ

Impossible

(1) If ஐ த
எ
.
(2) ற
த வா ய ைத எ
comma ேபா .
(3) ற இர டா வா ய
தாக மா
ெதாட
எ
, கைட

ைய
த

எ

ைத

ய
ைவ.

The glass falls. The glass breaks. = If the glass falls, it will break.
Muthu did not perform well. He was not selected.
= If Muthu had performed well, he would have been selected.
I forgot the answer. I lost marks.
= If I had not forgotten the answer, I would not have lost marks.
Mala did not start early. She was late to school.
= If Mala had started early she would not have been late to school.
CBI takes up the case. A lot of facts will be revealed.
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= If CBI takes up the case, a lot of facts will be revealed.
The weather improves. We will drive down to Rameshwaran.
= If the weather improves, we will drive down to Rameshwaram.
You waste water. You suffer. = If you waste water, you will suffer.
Run fast. You can catch the bus.
= If you run fast, you will catch the bus.
You are tired. You take rest. = If you are tired, you can take rest.
The mother prepares the food. The daughter lays the table ready.
= If the mother prepares the food, the daughter will lay the table ready.
Raju did not study well. He will not pass.
= If Raju did not study well, he would not pass.
Heat the ice. It will melt. = If you heat the ice, it will melt.
Work hard. You will pass in the exam.
= If you work had, you will pass in the exam.
I won a lottery. I buy a BMW car.
= If I won a lottery, I would buy a BMW car.
I went Newyork. I saw Obama.
= If I went to New York, I would saw Obama.
ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – 29.
Read the following sentences and write an observation in a single
sentence using any one of the degrees of comparison.

POSITIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

so …… as

adj + er (more + adj) +
than

adj + est

Babu is 5 feet tall.
Julie is 6 feet tall.
Mithun is 6 feet tall.
Tony is 5 feet tall.
Vimal is 5.5 feet tall.
Rama is 14 year old.
Ravi is 13 year old.
Kumar is 11 year old.
Priya is 17 year old.
Prema is 10 year old.
The cost of brinjal is Rs. 30/kg.
The cost of onion is Rs. 45/kg.
The cost of bitterguard is Rs.
25/kg.
The cost of tomato is Rs. 23/kg.
The cost of potato is Rs. 40/kg.
Radhika is 5 feet tall.
Raj is 5.2 feet tall.
Sharma is 6.5 feet tall.
Ashwin is 5.5 feet tall.
Thenral is 6 feet tall.
Hari is 14 years old.
Suresh is 16 years old.
Prabhu is 14 years old.
John is 12 years old.
Anwar is 10 years old.
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Julie is taller than
Babu.

Rama is elder than
Ravi.

Bitter
guard
is
costlier
than
tomato.

Raj is taller than
Rathika.

Suresh is
than Hari.

elder

ENGLISH – I – SECTION – II – PART – II – Question No. 30

No other

Very few

adj + er (more + adj) +
than any other
adj + er (more + adj) +
than many other

the + adj + est
(most + adj)
one of the +
adj + est
(more + adj)

Note:
Positive degree
 as + Adj + as
 as sweet as
Comparative degree  Adj + er + than  sweeter than
 more + adj + than  more beautiful than
Superlative degree  the + Adj + est
 the sweetest
 the + most + adj  most beautiful
இத
பல தமான ப
க எ த
.
வ மா எ ைமயாக எ தலா .
அள
அள
adjective + er
அ கமான
is
than
ைறவான
(more + adjective)
Subject
Subject
Smitha is 5 feet tall.
Kumar is 4.5 feet tall.
Prem is 5.5 feet tall.
Nina is 3.5 feet tall.
Mohan is 6 feet tall.
Mani’s shirt costs Rs.75.
Gokul’s shirt costs Rs.65.
Venu’s shirt costs Rs.90.
Vivek’s shirt costs Rs. 150.
Seema’s ribbon is 15 cm long.
Neela’s ribbon is 18 cm long.
Kamala’s ribbon is 12 cm long.
Vimala’s ribbon is 20 cm long.
Bindu woke up at 5.00 am
Suji woke up at 6.00 am
Kamesh woke up at 7.30 am
Ritu woke up at 6.00 am
Manu woke up at 9.00 am
Raghu bought 11 apples.
Mamta bought 9 apples.
Deepa bought 7 apples.
Gullu bought 5 apples.
Deepak scored 99 runs.
Mithu scored 100 runs.
Sekhar scores 75 runs.
Sumeeth scores 50 runs.

Prem is taller than
Kumar.

Vivek’s shirt
is
costlier than Venu’s
shirt.
Vimala’s ribbon is
longer than Neela’s
ribbon.
Bindu woke up
earlier than Suji
and Ritu.

Raghu
bought
more apples than
Mamta.
Mithu scored more
runs than Deepak.

Punctuate the following sentence:
1. Start with capital letter. வா ய ைத ெதாட
வா

ைதைய ெப ய எ

எ த
.
நப
ெபய அ ல
எ
ைத ெப ய எ

2. Names – start with capital letter. ஒ
ஒ இட
எ த
.

ெபய

த

3. O, Oh, Ah, Hurrah, Alas எ ற
பய ேபா ற உண

ய
கைள ெத

,

வா ைதக
ற ! ேபாட
.
4. ‘Wh’ அ ல auxiliary verb இ ெதாட

க ,ம

,

Interjection

ேக
வா ய எ
இ
? ேபாட
.
5. ெகா க ப ட வா ய
said வ தா அ ேந க
வா ய (Direct Speech) ஆ
. said
உ ளைத
ேம ேகா
(" ") ேபாட
.
6.
க கைள கா ட ‘ (apostrophe) ேம
ேபாட
.
7. i வ தா I எ
, ‘im’ வ தா I’m எ
எ த
.

Examples:

01. the teacher said be sure to turn off the lights when you leave the
room
The teacher said, “Be sure to turn off the lights when you
leave the room.”
02. kumar said when will the shop open
Kumar said, “When will the shop open?”
03. what are you doing there cried a rough voice
“What are you doing there?” cried a rough voice.
04. veena said i am not well
Veena said, “I am not well.”
05. the teacher said to the boys you should come to school in time
The teacher said to the boys, “You should come to school
in time”
06. the policeman said to the stranger i can show you the way to the
railway station
The policeman said to the stranger, “I can show you the
way to the railway station.”
07. nagaraj said to his father will you allow me to go on an excursion
to kerala
Nagaraj said to his father, “Will you allow me to go on an
excursion to Kerala?”
08. father said to his son dont be worried
Father said to his son, “Don’t be worried?”
09. ill never see her again she thought
“I’ll never see her again”, she thought.
10. theres got to be an exit further on she reckoned
“There’s got to be an exit further on”, she reckoned.
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SECTION – III – PART – I – Question No. 31-37 Prose Questions 9. How is music different from astronomy?

UNIT – 1 – THE MODEL MILLIONAIRE
1. What was Hughie’s financial status?
Hughie’s financial status was poor.
2. What was the condition laid down by the colonel to
allow Hughie’s engagement to Laura?
Hughie should earn ten thousand pounds.
3. Why was Hughie upset?
Hughie was upset because he couldn’t fulfil the
colonel’s condition.
4. What made the oldman look a typical beggar?
The old man’s face was dried up, wrinkled and
sad. He held out his battered hat for alms. This made the
old man look like a typical beggar.
5. What was the beggar’s true identify?
The beggar was Mr. Baron Hausberg. He was one
of the richest men in Europe.
6. Why did Hughie fear an adverse reaction from the
Baron?
Hughie had treated the Baron like a beggar. So
Hughie feared an adverse reaction from the baron.
7. Why did Hughie wish to apologise to the Baron?
Hughie had treated the Baron like a beggar. So
he wished to apologies to him.
8. How did Hughie grow angry with Trevor?
Trevor had explained Hughie’s personal affairs to the
old model. So Hughie grew angry with him.
9.
Differentiate “Millionaire Models” and model
Millionaires?
Millionaire models  Models who pose themselves as
millionaires.
Model millionaires  Millionaires who live as a model
example to other millionaires in the society.
10. Attempt a Character sketch of
a) Hughie  Hughie is poor but kind. He won’t share his
affairs with others.
b) The Baron  The Baron is generous and forgiving. He
rewards Hughie, who mistook him for a beggar.
UNIT – 2 – MUSIC – THE HOPE RAISER
1. How is music different from astronomy?
Music is the study of relationship between
invisible and internal hidden objects.
But astronomy is the study of relationship
between observable and external objects.
2. How did Messiaen spend his time in prison?
In prison, Messiaen wrote a music composition –
“Quartet for the End of Time”
3. Why did art find a place even in concentration camps?
Art is essential for life. It is a part of survival. So,
it found a place even in concentration camps.
4. What is the Significance of art?
Art is an essential part of life. It gives meaning to our life.
5. Why didn’t the narrator play the piano after the terrible
incident?
The narrator was completely lost. So, he didn’t
play the piano after the terrible incident.
6. Why isn’t music an extravaganza or a hobby?
Music is a basic need of human Survival. It helps
to express our feelings. So, it isn’t an extravaganza or a
hobby.
7. What are the two incidents that stress the importance
as music as an essential art?
1: Messiaen wrote a music composition in jail.
2: The Americans sang songs on Sep 11, 2001
8. What can artistes do to save the planet?
Artistes can bring wellness to this planet.

Music is a study of internal objects. Astronomy is
a study of external objects.
UNIT – 3 – A GOLDEN PATH
1. What requires whole-hearted devotion?
Knowledge requires whole hearted devotion.
2. Which period of life does Gohale consider a happy
one?
Gokhale considers studenthood a happy one.
3. What is the two fold duty to be acquired by students?
Acquiring knowledge and acquiring characters is
the two fold duties to be acquired by students.
4. What kind of Character should you acquire when you
are a student?
As a student, I should acquire a character of
earnestness.
5. Is character influenced by surroundings?
Yes, character is influenced by surroundings
6. How would you define the true spirit of discipline?
A feeling of reverence for the teacher is the true
spirit of discipline.
7. What are the two valuable qualities to be practiced by
you as students?
1. Obedience to parents. 2. Respect their Teachers.
8. What should be the student’s attitude towards the
government?
Loyal acceptance should be the student’s
attitude towards the government.
9. Prepare a list of all the responsibilities you now face
as a student
1. I have to listen to the lessons taught. 2. I have
to study them at home. 3. I have to do my home work
daily. 4. I have to get good marks in exams.
10. Will acquisition of knowledge alone help you achieve
success in life? Why?
No, acquisition of knowledge, alone won’t help
me achieve success in life, because success in life
depends more upon character than upon knowledge.
UNIT – 4 – WILL THIRST BECOME UNQUENCHABLE
1. Do you know how the Himalayan glaciers are useful?
The Himalayan glaciers melt in Sunlight. They
become the water resource for the Ganges and the
Yamuna.
2. What is a metropolis?
Metropolis is a very large city with a huge
population.
3. What will be the future if the Himalayan glaciers
become ice-free?
If the Himalayan glaciers become ice – free there
will be a scarcity of water. [Our future will be worse.]
4. What according to Diwan singh will happen if the
rivers dwindle?
According to Diwan singh, if the rivers dwindle,
there will be an exodus.
5. What according to peter Gleick will be the future when
the water supplies are diminished?
There will be tension over shared water
resources. These tensions will lead to violence.
6. What can lead the world to violence?
Sharing of water can lead the world to violence.
7. What made Chaya triumphantly smile?
Chaya got her water. So she triumphantly smiled.
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UNIT – 5 – MAKING VISIBLE THE INVISIBLE
1. Why is the world of domestic workers ‘invisible’?
The domestic workers are denied their due
rights. So they are ‘invisible’
2. Which states in India that have shown concern for the
domestic workers?
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharastra, Tamil
Nadu, and Kerala.
3. What are the causes for the increase in domestic
workers?
Changes in the economy, and developmental
policies are the causes for the increase in domestic
workers.
4. What should the employers know about the laws for
domestic workers?
Employers should accept the domestic workers
and pay fair wages.
5. How are some domestic worker’s lives similar to those
of slaves?
Some domestic workers work full time. Thus,
their lives are similar to those of slaves.
6. How should employers with a change in attitude treat
their domestic workers?
Employers should accept their domestic workers
as workers and not as servents. They should know their
rights. They should give them a fair wage.
UNIT – 6 – FLYING WITH THE MOON ON THEIR WINGS
1. What do birds do every year during autumn and early
winter?
During winter birds migrate to warmer lands.
2. Who are the brave little voyagers?
The migrant birds are the brave little voyagers.
3. Describe the manner in which birds travel in flocks?
Cranes and geese usually fly in the shape of “V”.
Swallows, flycatchers, warblers and shore birds fly after
fluttering, twittering and calling.
4. Can you suggest two reasons as to why birds travel in
flocks?
Birds travel in flocks for safety from enemies and
to avoid losing their way.
5. Which is the smallest of all birds?
The willow warbler is the smallest of all birds.
6. Have you ever noticed the ‘V’ shaped formation of the
birds as they speed across the sky?
Yes, I have noticed the beautiful ‘V’ shaped
formation.
7. Describe how ‘ringing’ of migrant birds is done?
Ringing is done by capturing a bird and placing a
metal band on its leg.
8. In what way is migration one of the greatest mysteries
of bird life?
Every year birds travel from their nesting places
and return during spring and early summer.
9. The migration of birds faces two main dangers. What
are they?
Danger 1:
Sometimes, the birds are blown by
storms and drowned in sea.
Danger 2:
The bright lights confuses them.
10. Identify the reasons why birds migrate?
During winter, birds migrate to escape cold and get food.
During summer birds migrate to escape heat and get
nesting sites.
11. There are many unsolved problems in the study of
bird migration? What are they?
Many unsolved problems in the study of bird
migration are:
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1. How do the birds knew their way over the sea
without any landmarks?
2. How do they return to the same place yearly?
12. What is the distance covered by the smallest bird
every winter?
3,200 km is the distance covered by the smallest
bird every winter.
UNIT – 7 – OUR HERITAGE

1. How old is the Brihadeeswarar Temple? Who built it?
The Brihadeeswarar Temple is thousand years
old. Rajaraja Chola built it.
2. Who built the palace? By whom was it renovated?
The Nayaks built the place. It was renovated by
the Marathas.
3. What were the Pallava and the Chola eras famous for?
The Pallava and the Chola eras were famous for
monolithic statues.
4. What is the speciality of the vimanam?
The vimanam is built with stones and without
mortar. The topmost stone weighs 80 tons.
5. What aspect of the temple baffles engineers till this
day?
The topmost stone of the vimanam weighs 80
tons. How the builders lifted it so high without machines
baffles engineers till this day.
6. In what way is the tower unbeatable?
The tower has perfect geometry and clarity. Thus,
it is unbeatable.
7. What stands testimony to the chola’s opulence?
The Bigtemple has a walled fortress. It stands
testimony to the chola’s opulence.
8. How is the king’s reverence to the lord revealed?
The enormity of the deities reveal the king’s
reverence to the lord.
9. What evokes wonder in the on lookers?
1. The pillared cloisters have deities and lingas.
2. There the granite stones are interlocked
harmoniously. This evokes wonder in the onlookers.
10. What are the contributions of the Cholas towards arts
and culture?
1. Cholas built many temples.
2. They donated gold and silver to the temples.
3. They also patronized for the development of art
and culture.
11. Who consecrated the temple? How?
Rajaraja Chola consecrated the temple by
climbing a ladder with a copper pot of holy water.
12. How necessary is it to preserve these monuments of
our culture? Why?
These monuments symbolize the flourishing
sculptural expertise and rich culture of ancient India. So,
it is greatly necessary to preserve them.
13. List out the specialities of Tanjore.
1. Tanjore was the capital of the Chola Kings.
2. It is the granary of Tamil Nadu.
3. It is the home of Carnatic music.
14. What is written on the vimanam?
The inscriptions on the vimanam talk about
Rajaraja Chola’s gifts to the big temple.
15. What are the things that reflect the generous attitude
of the Chola King and his family?
Rajaraja, his sister and queens donated gold and
silver to the Big Temple. The gold came from his
treasure. These reflect the generous attitude of the
Chola King and his family.
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SECTION – III – PART–II – Question No.38. Prose paragraph

Old and young became evil by need, rags and
homelessness.
UNIT – 1 – THE MODEL MILLIONAIRE
3. A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the
tingling strings
 Hughie had no job or money.
And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who
 He wanted to marry Laura.
smiles as she sings.
 Her father demanded Hughie 10 thousand pounds.
a) Who is ‘the child’ referred to here? (Model, June-2012)
 One day he saw a beggar model.
The poet (D.H. Lawrence) is the child referred here.
 He took pity on him and gave him a sovereign.
b) What emotion does the mother display? (Model-2012)
 But the beggar was a millionaire.
The mother smiles at the child.
 He gave Hughie ten thousand pounds as reward.
4. If you can meet with triumph and disaster;
And treat those two impostors just the same;
UNIT – 2 – MUSIC – THE HOPE RAISER
a) Who are the two impostors? (April, June -2012)
Triumph and disaster are the two impostors.
 Art is an essential part of life.
b) Why are ‘triumph’ and ‘disaster’ called impostors?
 It gives meaning to our life.
(Model-12)
 Messiaen wrote a music composition in jail.
Triumph and disaster are not permanent.
 Terrorists destroyed twin towers of America.
5. . Now drops that floated on the pool
 Nearly 3000 people died on September 11, 2001.
Like pearls, and now a silver blade.
 In the same evening, the Americans sang “We shall a) By these lines would you say that the poet and his
overcome” and “America The Beautiful”.
friend saw the brook or heard the brook? (Model-2012)
 Recovery was done by music.
Then they saw the brook according to this line.
 Thus the art is a part of the human spirit.
6. Our knees tremble sorely in the stooping--We fall upon our faces, trying to go;
UNIT – 3 – A GOLDEN PATH
a) Why do the children’s knees tremble? (Model-2012)
They keep on bending while they work for a long time.
 Success depends upon character.
7. Or, all day, we drive the wheels of iron
 A student should get knowledge and character.
In the factories, round and round.
 Character gives us energy.
a) Who does ‘we’ refer to? (April-2012)
 It should also raise the life of people around us.
‘We’ refers to Child Labourers.
 Students should obey their parents, respect their b) What do the children do all day long? (June -2012)
teachers and help the needy.
They keep on working in the factories.
 Duties of students are
8. Only bloodshot eyes betray
Deep pride, then reverence.
 Duty to himself
a)
Why are the eyes bloodshot? (April-2012)
 Duty to fellow-students
Hard work of the sculptor makes his eyes very red.
 Duty to parents and teachers
b) State the emotion mentioned in these lines.
 Duty to Government and
The emotion of deep pride and reverence.
 Duty to world
POETRY
SECTION–IV–PART–II–Qn No.40-43 (Poetry Comprehension)

Who –
ெதாட
ேக
1. Poem-1: ‘thou’, ‘creature’ refers to millionaire.
Speaker - poet
2. ‘I’ refers to Poet (child), ‘singing, – woman.
Speaker – poet
3. ‘You’ refers to young man. Speaker – poet
4. ‘We’ refers to children. ‘she’ refers to moon.
Speaker – Poet and his friend
5. ‘We’ refers to children. Speaker – child labourers.
6. ‘I’ refers to the migrant bird. Speaker – bird.
7. ‘He’ refers to shilpi.
Speaker – Poet.
1. The world in gloom and splendour passes by
And thou in the midst of it with brows that gleam
a)
What does poet mean by ‘gloom and splendour’?
(Ap-12)
Gloom means sadness. Splendour means happiness.
b)
Who does ‘thou’ refer to? (April-2012)
‘Thou’ refers to a millionaire. (‘Thou’ means ‘you’)
2. Old age and youth alike mistaught and misfed
By want and rags and homelessness made vile.
a) Why do old and young become evil? ( June -2012)

SECTION–IV–Part-IV - Question No.49 (Poetry Paragraph)

Poem .1.To a Millionaire
 A millionaire is happy when the world is sad.
 He is making poor’s life an evil cry.
 Good men do good deeds.
 Brave men die for honour.
 But the millionaire gets honour by using gold.
 Many people suffer without food and home.
 But the millionaire is selfish.
 He earns money dishonestly.
Poem-2. Piano
 The poet hears a woman’s song.
 It reminds him of his childhood days.
 As a child he was sitting under the piano.
 He heard the boom of strings.
 In Sunday evenings, he and his mother sang hymns.
 He remembered his joyful childhood days.
 He weeps for the past.
Poem-3. Manliness
 The poet speaks about the qualities of manliness.
 Action is more important than dreams.
 Success and defeat are impostors.
 We should learn good lessons from that.
 We should not give up.
 Then only the world is ours.
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ENGLISH – I – SECTION IV – PART – I – (39)
Quote from memory one of the following extracts: (5)
1. MANLINESS - Rudyard Kipling
If you can dream and not make dreams your master;
If you can think and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster;
And treat those two imposters just the same.
If you can force your heart, and nerve and sinew
To serve your then long after they are gone;
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them, “Hold on!”
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it,
And, what is more, you’ll be a man, my son.
rd

th

th

2. Going for water (3 , 4 & 5 stanzas) - Robert Frost
We ran as if to meet the moon
That slowly dawned behind the trees
The barren boughs without the leaves
without the birds, without the breeze.
But once within the wood, we paused
like gnomes that hid us from the moon,
ready to run to hiding new
with laughter when she found us soon.
Each laid on other a staying hand
to listen ere we dared to look,
and in the hush we joined to make
we heard, we knew we heard the brook
3. The cry of the Children
(The first nine lines) - Elizabath Barrett Browing
“For oh” say the children, “we are weary,
and we cannot run or leap
From your pleasures fair and fine!
If we cared for any meadows, it were merely
To drop down in them and sleep.
Our knees tremble surely in the stooping.
We fall upon our faces, trying to go;
and, underneath our heavy eyelids drooping,
the reddest flower would look as pale as snow.
4. MIGRANT BIRD - Famida Y. Basheer
The globe’s my world. The cloud’s my kin
I care not where the skies begin;
I spread my wings through all the din;
Through fears and fright I fly my flight
No walls for me, no vigil gates,
No flags, no machine guns that blast
Citizens of those border states
Brothers of her brother’s sons.
No maps, no boundaries to block
My sojourn into unknown lands.
I spawn and splash in distant spills,
I breed my brood where’r I will.
I won’t look down. No I will not,
with speed of wings I hasten past
And close my eyes against the sun
To dream my dreams and make them last.
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IV – (49) Answer in
a paragraph any one of the following questions. Your
paragraph should not exceed 120 words
(5)
a) How does the poet portray a millionaire?
A millionaire is bright, when the world is sad. He
is like a creature making the life’s sound evil cry. Good
men do honest actions. Brave men give their lives for
honour. But the millionaire gets honour using gold.
Further many people suffer, hunger, rags and
homelessness. Then the millionaire earns more money
dishonestly. Thus, he is selfish and dishonest.
b) Describe the various qualities success and failure
manliness.
Manliness has many qualities. We can have
dreams. But we should not make them our master. We
may have success and failure. We should treat them
equally. Our heart and nerve may be weak. But we
should make them serve our team. Then we should
stand firm. Our will should be strong. We should be
patient at the time of injustice. Then the earth is ours.
c) What are the poet’s reminiscences about his
childhood days in the poem “Piano”?
D.H. Lawrence describes his childhood days in
“Piano”. He hears a woman’s song. It reminds him his
mother’s song. As a child, he was sitting under the
piano. He was hearing the boom of the strings. Then he
pressed his mother’s feet. She smiled while singing her
song. In Sunday evenings, he sang hymns. His
childhood days attract him. So, his manhood is kept
away. He weeps for the past.
(or)
1. To a Millionaire









A millionaire is happy when the world is sad.
He is making poor’s life an evil cry.
Good men do good deeds.
Brave men die for honour.
But the millionaire gets honour by using gold.
Many people suffer without food and home.
But the millionaire is selfish.
He earns money dishonestly.

2. Piano








The poet hears a woman’s song.
It reminds him of his childhood days.
As a child he was sitting under the piano.
He heard the boom of strings.
In Sunday evenings, he and his mother sang hymns.
He remembered his joyful childhood days.
He weeps for the past.

3. Manliness







The poet speaks about the qualities of manliness.
Action is more important than dreams.
Success and defeat are impostors.
We should learn good lessons from that.
We should not give up.
Then only the world is ours.
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SECTION III–PART III QUESTION NO 44-47 - POETIC DEVICES
Introduction: A figure of speech is a change from the ordinary
manner of expression, using words in other than their literal sense
to enhance the way a thought is expressed.
Alliteration: Alliteration is the repetition of an initial consonant
sound.
The well was dry beside the door,
In this line we can see that the consonant sound / d / is found
alliterated in the words dry and door. This is the alliteration.
Apostrophe: When there is a breaking off discourse to address
some absent person or thing, some abstract quality, an inanimate
object, or a nonexistent character, we call it an apostrophe.
O ye Wheels’.............
Here the wheels that are inanimate things are addressed. It is the
apostrophe.
Onomatopoeia: It is the use of words which sound similar to the
noise that describe. Onomatopoeic words: ஒ
ஓைச ேலேய
அைம
வா ைதக (tingling, tinkling, boom)
The crow caws.
The thunder rumbles.
Personification: Giving human qualities or characteristics to
animals or inanimate objects. ம த
லாத உ ன கைள
அ ல உ ர ற ெபா
கைள உ
ளதாக பா
ப
My shoes are biting me.
My mobile is my best friend.
Slimile: It is a straight comparison between two unlike things that
have certain qualities in common using words such as "as" and
"like". (உவைமய ) ஒ
ெபா ைள ம ெறா
ெபா
ட
ஒ
உவைம

த

(like, as ேபா

றைவ அைடயாள வா

ைதக )

I weep like a child.
Like pearls, and now a silver blade.
Metaphor: Metaphor is an implied comparison between two unlike
things that actually have something important in common. (உ வக
அ
) ஒ ெபா ைள ெபா ைள ம ெறா றாக உ வக ப
த (flood of
remembrance, coal dark underground))
Your mom is a star.
The cloud’s my kin.
Oxymoron: It is the usage of words with opposite meanings.
ஒ

ெகா

எ

ெசா க

அ க ேக வ வ

The wisest fool.
A small crowd.
An open secret.
Anaphora: (Repetition of words) ஒேர ெசா
வ த
( In Manliness Poem the word “If” repeated again)
Hyperbole: (உய
ந
ய
) It is nothing but exaggerating a
person or action or thing.
You run to meet the moon.
All the soaps in the shop will not clean his hands.
Imaginary: Words or phrases that appeal to any sense or any
combination of senses.
We heard, we know we heard the brook
A slender thinking fall that made
1. TO A MILLIONAIRE
01. The world in gloom and splendour passes by.
Personification. The world is personified.
02. gloom and splendour
Oxymoron. (sorrow and happiness)
03. And thou in the midst of it with brows that gleam,
The figure of speech employed in this line is Metaphor.
04. A creature of that old distorted dream
The figure of speech employed in this line is Metaphor.
05. That makes the sound of life an evil cry.
Personification. The life is personified.
06. Good men perform just deeds, and brave men die,
Personification.
07. And win not honour such as gold can
The figure of speech employed in this line is Simile.
Honour is compared to gold.
08. And serve the curse that pins them down. But I
Personification. The curse is personified.
09. Old age and youth alike mistaught, misfed,
Personification. The old age and youth are personified.
10. The grief's and hates, and all the meaner parts
Personification. The grief's and hates are personified.
11. The rhyme scheme is abba.

2. PIANO
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01. Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see.
Personification. Memory is personified.
02. A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling
strings
Onomatopoeia. The words 'boom' and ‘tingling’ refer to a sound.
03. And hymns in the cosy parlour, the tinkling piano our guide.
Onomatopoeia. The word ‘tinkling’ refers to the music of the piano.
04. Of childish days is upon me, my manhood is cast
Personification. Childhood days and manhood are personified.
05. Of childish days is upon me, my manhood is cast
Down in the flood of remembrance,
I weep like a child for the past.
Metaphor.
06. Down in the flood of remembrance,
I weep like a child for the past.
Smile. The poet is compared to child.
07.
The rhyme scheme is aabb.
3. MANLINESS
01. If you can dream and not make dreams your master;
The figure of speech used here is personification.
Dream is personified.
02. If you can dream and not make dreams your master;
If you can think and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster;
And treat those two impostors just the same;
Anaphora. Here the word “If” repeated again.
03. If you can meet with triumph and disaster;
The figure of speech used here is oxymoron.
04. If you can meet with triumph and disaster;
Personification. Triumph and disaster are personified.
05. And treat those two impostors just the same;
Personification. Imposters are personified.
06. Except the will which says to them “Hold on”
The figure of speech used here is personification.
07. The rhyme scheme is abab.
4. GOING FOR WATER
01. The barren boughs without the leaves,
The figure of speech used here is personification.
Boughs are personified.
02. With laughter when she found us soon.
The figure of speech used here is personification.
03. “We ran as if to meet the moon”.
The figure of speech employed in the line is Hyperbole.
04. Like gnomes that hid us from the moon,
The figure of speech used here is smile.
The boys are compared to gnomes.
05. With laughter when she found us soon,
The figure of speech used here is personification.
06. And in the hush we joined to make
The figure of speech employed is ‘onomatopoeia’.
07. We heard, we knew we heard the brook.
The figure of speech employed is ‘onomatopoeia’.
08. We heard, we know we heard the brook
A slender thinking fall that made
The figure of speech employed in the line is Imaginary.
09. A note as from a single place.
The figure of speech employed is metaphor.
10. A slender tinkling fall that made
The figure of speech employed is metaphor.
11. A slender tinkling fall that made
The figure of speech employed is ‘onomatopoeia’.
12. Now drops that floated on the pool
Like pearls, and now a silver blade.
Smile. The drops are compared to pearls.
13. Now drops that floated on the pool
Like pearls, and now a silver blade.
The figure of speech used here is smile.
The water flow is compared to silver blade.
14. The rhyme scheme for first and second stanza is abcb.
15. The rhyme scheme for third stanza is abbb.
16. The rhyme scheme for fourth to sixth stanza is abcb.
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5. THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN
01. The reddest flower would look as pale as snow.
The figure of speech employed in this line is Simile.
Reddest flower is compared to pale blue snow.
02. Through the coal-dark, underground - - The figure of speech employed in this line is Metaphor.
03. Turns the sky in the high window blank and reeling - The figure of speech employed in this line is Metaphor.
04. Turns the long light that droppeth down the wall.........
The archaic word used here is ‘droppeth’.
05. Turn the black flies that crawl along the ceiling - - The figure of speech employed in this line is Metaphor.
06. And, all day, the iron wheels are droning;
The figure of speech employed in this line is ‘onomatopoeia’.
07. ‘O ye wheels’ (breaking out in a mad moaning)
The figure of speech employed in this line is Personification.
08. O ye Wheels’.............
The figure of speech employed in this line is Apostrophe.
Here the wheels that are inanimate things are addressed. It is the
apostrophe.
09. 'Stop! be silent for to-day!'
The figure of speech used here is personification.
10. The rhyme scheme for first and second stanza is abab.
6. MIGRANT BIRD
01. “The globe’s my world. The cloud’s my kin
Personification. Globe's is personified.
02. “The globe’s my world. The cloud’s my kin
The figure of speech used here is Metaphor.
Cloud's compared to kin.
03. I care not where the skies begin;
The poetic license (skies) is used here.
04. ‘No maps, no boundaries to block’.
Visual imagery is employed here.
05. My sojourn into unknown lands.
The figure of speech used here is personification.
06. I spawn and splash in distant spills,
The figure of speech used here is personification.
07. To dream my dreams and make them last.
The figure of speech used here is personification.
08. The rhyme scheme in first two stanzas is abac.
09. The rhyme scheme in third stanza is abcd.
10. The rhyme scheme in fourth stanza is abcb.
7. SHILPI
01. Steady throb
Then Staccato rhythm
The figure of speech used here is Metaphor.
02. Then staccato rhythm.
The figure of speech used here is Oxymoron.
03. Harmonic cacophony to oblivious ears.
The figure of speech used here is Oxymoron.
04. A mirror of his changing moods
The figure of speech used here is Metaphor.
05. Virgin rock takes from
The figure of speech used here is personification.
06. Lo! God in man's image!
The figure of speech used here is Metaphor.
07. The rhyme scheme is abcd.
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mother who smiles as
she sings.
05. In spite of myself, the insidious mastery of song.
06. Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong.
07. And hymns in the cosy parlour, the tingling piano our guide
08. With the great black piano appassionato. The glamour
09. Of childish days is upon me, my manhood is cast
3. MANLINESS
01. If you can dream and not make dreams your master;
02. If you can think and not make thoughts your aim;
03. And treat those two impostors just the same;
04. If you can force your heart, nerve, and sinew
05. To serve your turn long after they are gone;
06. Except the will which says to them, “Hold on”.
07. With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
08. Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it,
09. And, what is more, you’ll be a man, my son.
10. With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
11. Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it,
12. And, what is more, you’ll be a man, my son.
4. GOING FOR WATER
01. The well was dry beside the door,
02. And so we went with pail and can
03. To seek the brook if still it ran;
04. That slowly dawned behind the trees,
05. The barren boughs without the leaves,
06. Without the birds, without the breeze.
07. But once within the wood, we paused
08. With laughter when she found us soon.
09. Each laid on other a staying hand
10. We heard, we knew we heard the brook.
11. A slender tinkling fall that made
12. Now drops that floated on the pool
5. THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN
01. “For oh”. say the children, “we are weary,
Pick out the words in alliteration.
We and weary.
02. If we cared for any meadows, it were merely
03. To drop down in them and sleep.
04. Our knees tremble sorely in the stooping.......
05. We fall upon our faces, trying to go;
06. For, all day, the wheels are droning, turning ........
07. Till our hearts turn, ... our head, with pulses burning,
08. And the walls turn in their places.......
09. Turns the long light that droppeth down the wall.........
10. Turn the black flies that crawl long the ceiling - - 11. All are turning, all the day, and we with all, - - 12. All, all day, the iron wheels are droning;
13. ‘Stop! be silent for to-day!’

6. MIGRANT BIRD
01. “The globe’s my world. The cloud’s my kin
02. Through fears and fright I fly my flight.
03. No walls for me, no vigil gates,
04. Brothers of her brother’s sons.
Alliteration:
05. No maps, no boundaries to block
1. TO A MILLIONAIRE
06. I spawn and splash in distant spills,
07. I breed my brood where’r I will.
01. A creature of that old distorted dream
08. I won't look down. No I will not.
The figure of speech employed here is ‘alliteration’ – 09. With speed of wings I hasten past
10. To dream my dreams and make them last.
distorted and dream.
02. Good men perform just deeds, and brave men die,
03. And win not honour such as gold can give,
7. SHILPI
04. Old age and youth alike mistaught, misfed,
01. Steady throb then staccato rhythm
02. Now sure, now steeped in thought
2. PIANO
03. Sinews taut yet steady.
04. In stark evidence The knocking softens, fades
01. Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me:
05. Rugged lines melt Sharp edges merge.
02. Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see
06. He steps back, surveys with
03. A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling 07. Close security, then sharp critical glare
strings
08. Only bloodshot eyes betray.
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SECTION – V – QUESTION – No. 51. Identify and
correct the errors in the following sentences: 5x1= 5
An university student has been injured in the accident.
A university student has been injured in the accident.
We met an European yesterday.
We met a European yesterday.
Mala is a M.A. in English
Mala is an M.A. in English
As the child fell down so it started crying.
As the child fell down, it started crying.
I told him I can come.
I told him that I could come.
Despite of his riches, he is unhappy.
Despite his riches, he is unhappy.
Despite of his riches, he is unhappy.
In spite of his riches, he is unhappy.
Neither Ram nor his friends knows the answer.
Neither Ram nor his friends know the answer.
Neither his parents nor Suresh know the truth.
Neither his parents nor Suresh knows the truth.
Chennai is one of the hottest city in Tamil Nadu.
Chennai is one of the hottest cities in Tamil Nadu.
He is one of the cleverest student in the class.
He is one of the cleverest students in the class.
One of the boy is tall.
One of the boys is tall.
I am absent yesterday.
I was absent yesterday.
I have two sister-in-laws.
I have two sisters-in-law.
I prefer mangoes than graphes.
I prefer mangoes to graphes.
Renu prefers coffee than tea.
Renu prefers coffee to tea.
Ramesh went to abroad.
Ramesh went abroad.
Arun is senior than Varun.
Arun is senior to Varun.
A lot of questions has been omitted.
A lot of questions have been omitted.
The deer runs fastly.
The deer run fast.
The sceneries was enchanting.
The scenery was enchanting.
The cat drink milk.
The cat drinks milk.
I am working here since 2000.
I have been working here since 2000.
He has grey hairs.
He has grey hair.
We discussed about the water problem at the meeting.
We discussed the water problem at the meeting.
My uncle is richest man in the village.
My uncle is the richest man in the village.
Many people behaves rudely now-a-days.
Many people behave rudely now-a-days.
A American lives near my house.
An American lives near my house.
The dog fell along the river.
The dog fell into the river.
Each of the cycles are damaged.
Each of the cycles is damaged.

Looking through the window and he saw the stranger.
Looking through the window, he saw the stranger.
Though he was rich but he was unhappy.
Though he was rich, he was unhappy.
He joined an European University.
He joined a European University.
Everyone appreciates a honest man.
Everyone appreciates an honest man.
One of the girl sang well.
One of the girls sang well.
If I were a bird I would have escaped.
If I were a bird I would escape.
I prefer coffee than tea.
I prefer coffee to tea.
I hearing a strange noise.
I hear a strange noise.
He is having a large family.
He has a large family.
I have seen the film last week.
I saw the film last week.
She is sleeping for five hours.
She has been sleeping for five hours.
Money make many things.
Money makes many things.
I would accept the offer if I was you?
I would accept the offer if I were you?
The police has made several arrests.
The police have made several arrests.
He does not believe on God.
He does not believe in God.
He is suffering with typhoid.
He is suffering from typhoid.
He started to USA yesterday.
He started to the USA yesterday.
He is tallest in the village
He is the tallest in the village.
We should helped the poor
We should help the poor.
An Europeon stands before us.
A Europeon stands before us.
Do you know which is world’s tallest building?
Do you know which the world’s tallest building is?
We did not reject the proposal, nor we accepted it.
We neither rejected the proposal; nor did we accept it.
I place great confidence on you.
I place great confident on you.
One of these cycle is defective.
One of these cycles is defective.
He is good athlete. He performs well.
He is a good athlete. He performs well.
Have any one seen my purse?
Has any one seen my purse?
Neither the secretary nor the manager were available.
Neither the secretary nor the manager was available.
The furniture were displayed at the showroom.
The furniture was displayed at the showroom
My mother made the servant to do the work.
My mother made the servant do the work.
This is a hardly nut to crack.
This is a hard nut to crack.
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ENGLISH – 1 – SECTION – V – QUESTION No. 52.
(a) What do you see in the picture?
Picture Comprehension:
5x1=5
A man is carrying lots of fowls in a bike.
Look at the picture and answer the following questions in (b) For what purpose, could the man be carrying the
one or two sentences of your own words.
fowls?
பட ைத பல ைற
He is carrying them for sales.
ந றாக கவ
,
(c) Is it an easy task for the man to travel so?
ேக
கான
No, it is not an easy task for him to travel.
ப ைல க
(d) Could the man prove harmful to other commuters on
எ த
the road? Give reasons for your answer.
ேவ
.
ைமயான
Yes. It is not safe for him and other commuters.
வா யமாக எ த
(e) What do you feel when you see this picture?
ய
ைல
I feel very pity on seeing this. They are not only
எ றா
த
care
for
their life but also other’s lives.
ெசா கைள
PTA 3:
ம
மாவ க
ேவ

எ த
.

(a) What do you see in the picture?
People are riding on a motorbike.
(b) How many persons are on the bike?
There are three persons on the motorbike.
(c) Do you think a bike should carry more than two
persons? Give a reason for your answer.
No, it should not carry more than two persons.
Bike is designed for two persons.
(d) What would be the danger of riding triples on a bike?
Riding triples on a bike may lead to accident.
(e) What would you do if you saw your friend
riding a
bike in this manner?
I would advise him not to do so.
PTA 1: Look at the picture given below and answer the
following questions in one or two sentences of our own:

(a) What do you see in the picture?
It is a science exhibition.
(b) What are the children doing?
A boy explains his model. Others listen to him.
(c) How is this activity useful for children?
They learn a lot of things by doing a project.
(d) Why do schools give project work for students?
Learning by doing is a very powerful way of
learning, so schools give project work for students.
(e) Give your opinion of your class project in a sentence.
Hard work begets victory.
PTA 4:

(a) What do you see in the picture?
The vehicles are kept in the ‘No Parking area’.
(b) Does the scene portray an authorized parking lot?
No, it is not a parking area.
(c) Is it advisable to use the roadside for parking vehicles?
Give a reason for your answer.
No, it is not advisable to use the roadside for
parking. It is not safe for our vehicles.
(d) Would you resort to such a measure when you park a
vehicle?
Yes, I will keep in mind the traffic rules. I will keep
the vehicles in the parking areas.
(e) What would be your advice to your friends in this
regard?
I will advice my friends to keep their vehicles in
parking areas only.
PTA 2:

(a) What do you see in this picture?
It is a man-hole.
(b) How many persons do you see on the road?
I see only one person.
(c) What danger do the pedestrians face in this locality?
The pedestrians may fall into the man-hole.
(d) Who do you think is responsible for this negligence?
People are responsible for this.
(e) What would you do if you had to walk down this road?
I will inform the municipality.
PTA 5:
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(a) What do you see in this picture?
MARCH 2012:
People are bathing in a falls.
(b) Why is the place crowded?
It is a picnic place.
(c) Are these people regular bathers or are they visitors to
the spot?
No, they are only visitors to the spot.
(d) What could be the risk of bathing in this manner?
There may be a slippery or overflowing of water.
(e) What precaution would you take while bathing in a
(a) Where are the children?
place like this?
= The children are in the garden.
I will be very careful. I will go along with elders.
(b) What living creatures do you see in this picture?
= Squirrel, butterfly, birds, trees and plants.
Look at the picture and answer the following questions in
(c)
Do
you
think this is a well-maintained garden?
one or two sentences.
Give a reason for your answer.
= Yes this is a well maintained garden, because it
is fenced the garden looks clean.
(d) What are the benefits of having a garden?
= We get fresh air. We get beautiful flowers and
fruits from the garden.
(e) State True or False: This is not a natural picture of
garden.
= True.
JUNE 2012:
(a) What do you see in the picture?
Children are working in a bricks factory.
(b) How many children are there?
There are five children.
(c) Do you think what their doing is correct? Give a reason
for your answer.
No, it is wrong. They must go to school.
(d) What would be the danger the children face in their
(a) Which water is salty – sea water or river water?
future?
= The sea water is salty.
Their future life will be spoiled.
(b) Is the sea calm or rough?
(e) What would you do if you saw your area children doing
= The sea is rough.
menial works?
(c) Where does the river flow from?
I would advise them to go to school.
= The river flows from a mountain.
(d) What are sailing in the sea?
Look at the picture and answer the following questions in
= A ship and two boats are sailing in the sea.
one or two sentences.
(e) How many trees are there in the second picture?
= There are five trees in the second picture.
OCTOBER 2012:

(a) What do you see in the picture?
We see children playing and people trying to walk
through the waters.
(b) What has caused the flooding?
Heavy rains have caused the flooding.
(c) Why hasn’t the flood waters drained?
There was no proper drainage. So the flood
waters have not drained.
(d) How are the children enjoying themselves?
The children are enjoying themselves by playing
in the water.
(e) What would be cause of such flood waters?
Stagnation of water will lead to mosquito breeding
places.

(a) What do you see in the picture?
= I see a classroom in the picture.
(b) What is the teacher doing?
= The teacher is teaching a lesson.
(c) Do you think the children are enjoying the class?
Why do you say so?
= No. Students are talking.
(d) When will you enjoy a class?
= I will enjoy a class if the teacher takes class
enjoyably.
(e) What makes the classroom situation healthy?
= Good teaching makes the classroom situation
healthy.
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SECTION – I (2). Read the following sentences, phrases or
incidents given below and identify character / speaker: 5 x 1 = 5
1. Sam: Characters:
1. Shelly (a School boy)
2. Mom (Shelly’s Mother)
3. Diane (a blind lady)
01. “Gee, what happened to you?”
- Shelly
02. “Mom!”
- Shelly
03. “What’s your name, huh?”
- Shelly
04. “Guess I’ll call you Goldy”
- Shelly
05. "I will call you Goldy".
- Shelly
06. “Can I keep him, Mom?”
- Shelly
07. “He probably belongs to someone, Shelly” - Shelly’s Mother
08. “We need to find his owner”
- Shelly’s Mother
09. "But if the owner doesn't show up, I guess he's ours"
- Shelly's mother
10. “Some one must have trained him”
- Shelly’s Mother
11. "That means he has an owner"
- Shelly’s Mother
12. “Guess he’s your dog now, Shelly”
- Shelly’s Mother
13. “Yey!”
- Shelly
14. "Sam!"
- Diane (a blind lady)
15. “Thank you, Shelly”
- Diane
16. “Thank you for taking care”
- Diane
17. “We were in a traffic accident”
- Diane
18. “I guess he lost his color and harness too” - Diane
19. "You're welcome"
- Shelly
20. “You can come visit him anytime you like” - Diane
21. "Thank you."
- Shelly
2. The piano lesson: Characters:
1. Author - Rob Reilly
2. Dad - Rob Reilly’s father (flying officer)
3. Mum - Rob Reilly’s mother
4. Neighbours – Couple of ladies
01. “What is the weather like up there?”
- Neighbour
02. "I was only five years old"
- Author
03. "Yes, that's right"
– Dad
04. "I bought your mum a piano"
- Dad
05. "Enough is enough"
- Dad
06. “She’ll be Coming Round the Mountain” - Neighbours
07. "Goodnight Irene"
- Neighbours
08. "Suddenly, it all became clear to me; no job, no money to pay
back the loan, no piano"
- Author
09. "I knew she missed the piano terribly"
- Author
10. "Dad finally got a job with an accounting firm"
- Author
11. “Well, My baby boy” - Rob Reilly’s mother
12. "It's just as well we got rid of that piano" - Mum
13. “How else would your dad be able to study with me bashing
away on the ivories?”
- Mum
3. The face of Judas Iscariot: Characters:
1. Artist - The painter
2. The twelve year old boy (model for Jesus)
3. A young man (model for Judas Iscariot)
01. “An old priest told me this story” – The author
02. “He searched far and wide for models for those two figures”
- Painter
03. "I’ve been in search of a model to pose as Judas Iscariot."
- The painter
04. ‘Wine, wine,’ he begged.
- Model for Judas Iscariot
05. "Come with me" - Painter
06. "I will give you wine and food clothing" - Painter
07. ‘My son, I’d like to help you’
- Painter
08. ‘What troubles you so?’
- Painter
09. ‘Do you not then remember me?’ - Model (for Judas Iscariot)
10. "Years ago I was your model for the Child Jesus" - The model
4. Swept away: Characters:
1. Serge (Council worker, 43 year old man, Celine’s wife)
2. Celine (a home help, 32 year old woman, Serge’s wife)
3. Amandine (Serge’s daughter)
4. Louise Martinez (Serge’s neighbor)
5. Jack Poderoso (45 year old teacher, saved Celine’s life)
6. Fireman
01. “Come on, We’ve got to get out of here now”
- Serge
02. “She’s dead” he thought.
- Serge
03. “It’ll over.”
- Serge
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04. “All they’ll find is her body later.”
- Serge
05. “I’m going to die.”
- Celine
06. “I’m drowning.”
- Celine
07. “There’s no way I can survive this”
- Celine
08. "I have got to try to grab that pipe"
- Celine
09. "I have got to keep myself as high out of the water as I can"
- Celine
10. "Help, Help"
- Serge
11. "Quick! Celine has been sucked down a drain"
- Serge
12. “I’ve got to back. I’ve got to get her out.”
- Serge
13. “No.”
- Louise Martinez
14. “We’ll ring the fire brigade.”
- Louise Martinez
15. “I’ll never see her again.”
- Celine
17. “I’ve got to be there for her.”
- Celine
18. “I’ve got to survive”
- Celine
19. “How will he tell her?”
- Celine
20. “I’ve got to fight to the very end.”
- Celine
21. “I’m here! Come and get me out.”
- Celine
22. “There’s got to be an exit further go.”
- Celine
23. “All this water has got to go somewhere.”
- Celine
24. “Perhaps there is a grill.”
- Celine
25. "I'm outside! I'm outside!"
- Celine
26. “Is there someone down there?”
- Jack Poderoso
27. “Yes, I’m here, I’m here,”
- Celine
28. “What’s the time?”
- Celine
29. "It’s after 7 pm"
- Jack Poderoso
30. “Have I been down here for five hours?”
- Celine
31. “Ring Serge”
- Celine
32. “Tell him I’m alive.”
- Celine
33. “He thinks I’m dead”
- Celine
34. “Ring Serge, Tell him I’m alive. He thinks I’m dead” - Celine
35. "No, calm down"
- Jack Poderoso
36. “You’ve got to get out of that river.”
- Jack Poderoso
37. “where’s the body?” - Fireman
38. "When I want something, I'm very determined."
- Celine
39. “I’m very determined.”
- Celine
40. "I wanted to be there for my daughter and for Serge." - Celine
5. A close encounter: Characters:
1. Rex coker - the narrator
2. Rex coker’s brother, (the narrator’s brother)
01. “My brother was a tinkerer.”
- Rex coker (the author)
02. “The real test was about to be the most fun part of my
summer and one that I will never forget.”
- Rex coker
03. “We have lifted off’, I yelled!”
- Rex coker
04. “I am much shorter than he was and may be even smareter.”
- Rex coker’s brother
05. "OH YEAH"
- The author's brother
06. “Why do you think that?’
- Rex coker’s brother
07. “Well if you were smarter than me you would have bailed off
before the cloths line.”
- Rex coker
08. "Well, look at it this way" - The author's brother
09. “At least we had some quality time together today.”
- Rex coker’s brother
6. The summer flight: Characters:
1. Kumar
2. Kumar’s father
01. ‘Oh, Ma! How I miss you’
- Kumar
02. “How much scheming and cajoling to convince Mother!
- Kumar
03. "You see Kumar"
- Kumar' father
04. "Though they have stayed here for almost half a year . . . .
they know that their home is in the Arctic"
- Kumar' father
05. “They know their home is in the Arctic.” - Kumar's father
06. And there’s no place like home, is there? -Kumar's father
07. “Home is where the heart is.”
- Kumar
7. Caught sneezing: Characters:
1. Hubert (an intelligent boy)
2. Hefty men – robbers / thieves
3. An old man
01. "I shall perform some magic tricks."
- Hubert
02. “How very strange”
- An oldman
03. “More snuff”
- Hubert
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SECTION – 1 (3) Matching
1. Sam
(a) Labrador
(b) Sam
(c) Shelly
(d) Diane
(e) Frisbee

5x1=5

(d)
(c)
(a)
(e)
(b)

Judas
Diane
Mom
Celine
Hubert

ALL LESSONS
- one of two figures for a painting
- young and enterprising
- fond of playing the piano
- caught in a drain
- clever little boy

2. The piano lesson
(a) The author
– flying officer
(b) Father
– fond of playing piano
(c) Mother
– a five year old boy
(d) Piano
– She’ll be coming round…
(e) A song
– on loan

(c)
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)

Sam
Kumar
Celine
Schwinn
Mum

- first aid kit
- two siblings
- a home help
- bike
- Good night Irene

3. The face of Judas Iscariot
(a) Judas Iscariot
– inn
(b) Cathedral
– Model for Jesus
(c) 12 year old boy – begged for wine
(d) The young man – Villainous model
(e) Tavern
– in a Sicilian town

(d)
(e)
(b)
(c)
(a)

Dad
Goldy
Hubert
Migratory birds
Serge

-

4. Swept away
(a) Serge
(b) Jack
(c) Lunel
(d) Celine
(e) Amandine

(e)
(d)
(a)
(c)
(b)

Judas
Diane
Mom
Celine
Hubert

5. A close encounter
(a) Schwinn
– Narrator’s brother
(b) Tinkerer
– Narrator
(c) Fender
– American bicycle
(d) Rex coker
– An intelligent person
(e) Genius
– mud guard

(c)
(a)
(e)
(b)
(d)

Snuff
Fan belt
Goldy
Artist
Dad

6. The summer flight
(a) Arctic
– Young and enterprising
(b) Kumar
– expect Kumar’s arrival
(c) Kumar’s father
– in Tamil Nadu
(d) Kumar’s mother – arranged money
(e) Vedanthangal
– cold region

(e)
(a)
(d)
(b)
(c)

The kind old man - mistook Hubert for thief
Grandpa
- seated on the armchair watching TV
A 12 years old boy - model for a child Jesus
Real owner of the dog - a lady with dark sunglass
Mum
- bashing away on the ivories

7. Caught sneezing
(a) Hubert
(b) Hefty men
(c) Inmates
(d) An old man
(e) Mansion

(c)
(d)
(a)
(e)
(b)

Louise Martinez
Rex Coker
Hubert
The Painter
Dad

- offered to ring the fire brigade
- escaped under the clothes line
- was beaten black and blue
- found his first model on the street
- studied late into the night

– a boy
– a game
– dog’s original name
– a kind of dog
– the dog’s owner

– a small town
– Celine’s daughter
– Wife of Serge
– teacher
– council worker

– family members
– palatial house
– an intelligent boy
– robbers/thieves
– head of the family

looked sad and worried
Shelly
was waylaid
home is where the heart is
council worker

- the artist searcher far and wide for this model
- the owner of the guide dog
- fond of playing piano
- caught in a drain
- blue the snuff into the cupboard
- to trap the thieves
- from an old lawn mower
- Shelly’s find
- two models
- serviceman

Exercise 1:
(a) Judas
(b) Kumar
(c) Mom
(d) Celine
(e) Hubert

– caught in a drain
– clever little boy
– one of two figures for a painting
– young and enterprising
– fond of playing the piano

(c)
(d)
(e)
(a)
(b)

Goldy
Judas
Serge
The bike
The thieves

-

Exercise 2:
(a) Lunel
(b) Cathedral
(c) Sam
(d) Piano
(e) Schwinn

– a musical instrument
– American bicycle
– a town above the sea level
– Goldy
– in a Sicilian town

(c)
(e)
(d)
(a)
(b)

Sam
Celine
Hubert
Kumar
Mum

- the real name of the dog
- wife of Serge
- a fourteen year old boy
- an Indian engineer
- fond of playing the piano

Sam was named so
one of the two figures for a painting
council worker
Schwin
Planned to plunder the house
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SECTION – 1 (3) Matching
1. Sam
(a) Labrador
(b) Sam
(c) Shelly
(d) Diane
(e) Frisbee

5x1=5

(d)
(c)
(a)
(e)
(b)

Judas
Diane
Mom
Celine
Hubert

ALL LESSONS
- one of two figures for a painting
- young and enterprising
- fond of playing the piano
- caught in a drain
- clever little boy

2. The piano lesson
(a) The author
– flying officer
(b) Father
– fond of playing piano
(c) Mother
– a five year old boy
(d) Piano
– She’ll be coming round…
(e) A song
– on loan

(c)
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)

Sam
Kumar
Celine
Schwinn
Mum

- first aid kit
- two siblings
- a home help
- bike
- Good night Irene

3. The face of Judas Iscariot
(a) Judas Iscariot
– inn
(b) Cathedral
– Model for Jesus
(c) 12 year old boy – begged for wine
(d) The young man – Villainous model
(e) Tavern
– in a Sicilian town

(d)
(e)
(b)
(c)
(a)

Dad
Goldy
Hubert
Migratory birds
Serge

-

4. Swept away
(a) Serge
(b) Jack
(c) Lunel
(d) Celine
(e) Amandine

(e)
(d)
(a)
(c)
(b)

Judas
Diane
Mom
Celine
Hubert

5. A close encounter
(a) Schwinn
– Narrator’s brother
(b) Tinkerer
– Narrator
(c) Fender
– American bicycle
(d) Rex coker
– An intelligent person
(e) Genius
– mud guard

(c)
(a)
(e)
(b)
(d)

Snuff
Fan belt
Goldy
Artist
Dad

6. The summer flight
(a) Arctic
– Young and enterprising
(b) Kumar
– expect Kumar’s arrival
(c) Kumar’s father
– in Tamil Nadu
(d) Kumar’s mother – arranged money
(e) Vedanthangal
– cold region

(e)
(a)
(d)
(b)
(c)

The kind old man - mistook Hubert for thief
Grandpa
- seated on the armchair watching TV
A 12 years old boy - model for a child Jesus
Real owner of the dog - a lady with dark sunglass
Mum
- bashing away on the ivories

7. Caught sneezing
(a) Hubert
(b) Hefty men
(c) Inmates
(d) An old man
(e) Mansion

(c)
(d)
(a)
(e)
(b)

Louise Martinez
Rex Coker
Hubert
The Painter
Dad

- offered to ring the fire brigade
- escaped under the clothes line
- was beaten black and blue
- found his first model on the street
- studied late into the night

– a boy
– a game
– dog’s original name
– a kind of dog
– the dog’s owner

– a small town
– Celine’s daughter
– Wife of Serge
– teacher
– council worker

– family members
– palatial house
– an intelligent boy
– robbers/thieves
– head of the family

looked sad and worried
Shelly
was waylaid
home is where the heart is
council worker

- the artist searcher far and wide for this model
- the owner of the guide dog
- fond of playing piano
- caught in a drain
- blue the snuff into the cupboard
- to trap the thieves
- from an old lawn mower
- Shelly’s find
- two models
- serviceman

Exercise 1:
(a) Judas
(b) Kumar
(c) Mom
(d) Celine
(e) Hubert

– caught in a drain
– clever little boy
– one of two figures for a painting
– young and enterprising
– fond of playing the piano

(c)
(d)
(e)
(a)
(b)

Goldy
Judas
Serge
The bike
The thieves

-

Exercise 2:
(a) Lunel
(b) Cathedral
(c) Sam
(d) Piano
(e) Schwinn

– a musical instrument
– American bicycle
– a town above the sea level
– Goldy
– in a Sicilian town

(c)
(e)
(d)
(a)
(b)

Sam
Celine
Hubert
Kumar
Mum

- the real name of the dog
- wife of Serge
- a fourteen year old boy
- an Indian engineer
- fond of playing the piano

Sam was named so
one of the two figures for a painting
council worker
Schwin
Planned to plunder the house
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ENGLISH – II – SECTION – 1 (3) Matching

5 x 1 = 5 Piano
- brought in horse
Piano
- placed in a living room
1. Sam
Dad / Father - Rob Reilly’s father
Dad
- flying officer
Labrador
- a kind of dog
Dad
- blue uniform, boat shaped cap
Goldy / Sam
- the blond Labrador
Dad
- very tall, tallest man
Goldy / Sam
- a good dog / the guide dog
Dad
- bought mum a piano on loan
Goldy / Sam
- came with a hurt paw
Dad
- gets a piano for mum on hire purchase
Goldy
- Sam's other name
Dad
- battered brown suit case
Goldy
- name given by Shelly to his dog
Dad
- looking sad
Goldy
- name given to the dog by Shelly
Dad
- no job, no money
Goldy
- Shelly called the Labrador
Dad
- new job in an accounting firm
Goldy / Sam
- hurt paw
Dad
- got a job in accounting firm
Sam
- the guide dog
Dad
- late night study at kitchen table
Sam
- Labrador
Dad
- charted accountant
Sam
- Goldy (Gold in colour)
Dad
- bought a new piano by paying cash
Sam
- dog’s original (real) name
Old job
- flying officer
Sam
- no color and harness
New job
- accountant
Sam
- followed Shelly to school
Dad
- mobbing around the house
Sam
- played Frisbee and football with Shelly
Dad
- increasingly sad and worried
Sam
- Diane's guide
Mum
- fond of paying piano
Sam
- guiding Diane
Mum
- interested in playing piano
Sam
- the real name of blond Labrador
Mum
- saw piano at first
Shelly
- a boy, a school boy
Mum
- in Catholic kindergarten
Shelly
- a school boy who nursed the dog
Mum
- like nuns to teach her piano
Shelly
- named the dog as Goldy
Mum
- one month ‘a tune’
Shelly
- I wanted Goldy to be my dog
Mum
- three months ‘master’
Shelly
- first aid kit
Mum
- a accomplished pianist in 3 months
Shelly
- found the dog in verandah
Mother
- she became an accomplished pianist
Shelly
- nursed the dog’s hurt paw
Mum
- obvious talent
Shelly
- nurses Sam
Mum
- felt like princes
Shelly
- the boy who found the hurt dog
Rob Reilly - five years old
Shelly
- the dog’s temporary owner
Rob Reilly - a cat in a fish shop
Mom
- Shelly’s mother
Rob Reilly' father - Dressed in blue uniform
Mom
- wants to find the dog’s owner
Rob Reilly' father - boat-shaped cap
Mom
- advertised in the news paper
Mom / Mother
- fond of playing the piano
Mom
- allowed the Shelly to keep the dog
neighbours
- a couple of ladies
Mom
- bought chew toy for Goldy
Rob Reilly' mother - She missed the piano terribly
Diane
- the dog’s real owner
Rob Reilly' father - chartered accountant
Diane
- The actual owner of Sam
Rob Reilly' father - was trying to rebuild his life
Diane
- Sam's owner
Rob Reilly' father - bought Mum another piano
Diane
- the blind lady
Rob Reilly' father - got a job with an accounting firm
Diane
- the real owner of the dog
Piano
- a musical instrument
Diane
- white cane and sun glass
Piano
- on loan, bought for loan
Diane
- separated by an accident
Piano
- brought in cart / horse
Diane
- offered Shelly to visit Sam anytime
son
- loves holiday
Diane and Sam - reunited
Piano
- placed in a living room
Frisbee
- a game
Another piano
- on cash, bought for cash
Sit, stay, come - command known to the dog
A song
- She’ll be coming round the mountain
Goldy knew the words - sit, stay and come
A song
- Goodnight Irene
iodine, bangles, stuff
- materials of first aid kids
A song
- neighbours gathering around to croon
notice in the paper
- to find the Goldy's owner
saved enough money - to buy another Piano
Diane and Goldy were separated - in a traffic accident
Rob Reilly' father - The flying officer during world war II
Frisbee and football - Goldy played with Shelly
Rob Reilly - held up the newspaper cutting from the
Diane
- a strange van
suitcase
One month
- belting out a tune
2. The piano lesson
Three months
- pianist
Serviceman
- sacrificed a lot over the years
Rob Reilly - the author / narrator / a five year old boy
the author - a five year old boy
3. The face of Judas Iscariot
Author
- at kindergarten
Piano
- sitting on top of the wagon
Old priest
- the one who told this story
Piano
- bought for loan
Mural
- painting done on the wall
Piano
- brought in cart
Cathedral
- in a Sicilian town
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painter
- paint a mural
painter
- cathedral at Sicilian town
painter
- looked for two models
painter
- searched models
painter
- helped the little boy and drunkard
master piece of the artist - the painting of the life of Jesus
the twelve years old
- face of Child Jesus
a twelve years old boy - model for Child Jesus
12 year old boy
- playing in the street
Jesus Christ
- a twelve year boy
Jesus Christ
- like an angel
Jesus Christ - found in the street in an old part of the city
Judas Iscariot
- Villainous model
Judas Iscariot
- found in the tavern (inn)
Judas Iscariot
- begged for wine
Judas Iscariot
- also the Jesus model
Judas Iscariot
- a tattered figure
The young man
- begged for wine
Judas Iscariot's model - a gaunt and tattered figure
Judas Iscariot's model - makes of every sin of mankind
model for Judas
- drunkard
bloodshot eyes
- eyes of model
the model
- eyes fixed with horror
Tavern
- inn
face he needed
- face of a Child Jesus
face that startled
- face of the model
continued his search
- model for Judas Iscariot
two figures
- Child Jesus and Judas Iscariot
Judas
- one of two figures for a painting
an old priest
- told the story of the face of Judas
Drunkard
- bore marks of every sin of mankind
Judas Iscariot - drunkard in the tavern
Judas Iscariot - one of the two figures needed
artist - two important figures of the painting unfinished
change came over the model - Child Jesus to Judas
old priest - narrates the story of the face of Judas
offered to pose as models - models which are not fit for Judas

4. Swept away
Serge
Serge
Serge
Serge
Serge
Jack
Lunel
Lunel
marshy area
ditch
drain
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine
Celine

- council worker
- 43 year old
- the French council worker
- celine’s husband
- Amandine’s father
- teacher
- a small town, in Southern France
- a town above the sea level
- frequented flood
- near houses and fields
- two-metre wide
- the young French women
- Serge’s partner
- 32 year old, home help, wife of Serge
- caught in a drain
- fallen into storm drain
- the servivor
- fell down in the manhole
- swallowing mouthfuls of the filthy liquid
- drank filthy water
- grasp the plastic pipe
- tapping on the pipe
- battering the walls with hands and legs
- had been in the water for 5 hours

Celine
- found by Jack Poderoso
Celine
- Amandine’s daughter
Amandine
- Celine’s daughter
Fireman
- metal rod and torch
Fireman
- shown torched down the manhole
Fireman
- probed with metal rods
Fireman
- bearing a bag
Smashing objects - bags, branches, the contents of bin
Louise Martinez - Celine's opposite neighbour
Jack
- teacher
Jack Poderoso
- the 45 year old teacher
Jack Poderoso
- checking for his daughter’s horse
Jack Poderoso - forced Celine to give Serge number
Louise Martinez - resident of opposite house to Serge
5. A close encounter
Rex Coker
- Narrator
Genius
- An intelligent person
Genius
- The inventor
Tinkerer
- Narrator’s brother
Tinkerers - one who repairs things and moves around
Rex's brother
- a thinker, an inventor
Rex's brother
- fond of inventions
An inventor and a tinker - Rex Coker's Brother
spent much of his time - coming with new inventions
Rex Coker's brother
- blue printing his ideas
Schwinn
- American bicycle
Schwinn
- heavy balloon type tires
Rex Coker's Brother
- purchased a DC motor
DC electric motor - bought from a local pawn shop
DC electric motor - twenty bucks
old battery
- from dad's old Chevy
DC electric motor - mounted on the main frame
DC electric motor - mounted below the bike seat
Fender
- Mud guard
Yazoo
- lawn mower
Pulley
- taken from lawn mower
Pulley and fan felt - in the place of sprocket and chain
Bike
- something out of a science fiction novel
Center block
- place for test run
The day of the test run - boys laughing with excitement
The beast
- the invention that was crude
The real test
- one that I will never forget
Rex Coker's Brother
- took a trail
Cycle
- beast of an invention
Rex Coker's Brother - helmet and leather gloves
Contraption
- Device
Rex Coker
- thumb’s up sign
Rex Coker
- standing there out of breath
Rex Coker's Brother - disappeared around the block
Rex Coker
- escaped under cloth line
Rex Coker's Brother – not so lucky
Rex Coker
- much shorter than his brother
Rex Coker
- smarter than his brother
tires and battery - flew into the neighbor's backyard
The Coker Brothers - They have quality time together
6. The summer flight
Kumar
Kumar’s flat
Kumar’s flat
comfortable flat

- staring through the window
- very comfortable
- fully furnished apartment
- in U.S.
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Kumar
- lived in an apartment in New York
Kumar
- highly intelligent young man
Kumar
- an intelligent youth
Kumar
- young and enterprising
Kumar
- an enterprising young person
Kumar
- in late twenties
Kumar
- feels emptiness
India
- native country
Family members - walking in and out frequently
Grandpa - relaxing in the arm chair and watching TV
Grandma
- serving coffee, pakodas, dosas, snakes
Dad
- with a serious face striding to work
Father
- A serious person
brother and sister - busy with school activities
Ma
- Kumar’s mother
Kumar’s mother - a sweet, loving and caring person
Mother
- ever loving and caring
Mother
- attending to all members of the family
Kumar’s mother - attends to all at home
Mother
- cooking, cleaning and running errands
Kumar
- outstanding performance
Kumar
- a wonderful career in an MNC
Kumar
- got a job in MNC
MNC
- Multinational company
Kumar
- the migrant to US
Kumar
- for a career in his dream country
Kumar’s father
- arranged money
Kumar’s father
- squeeze out funds for Kumar's trip
brother and sister - sacrificed their necessities to help him
Kumar's family members
- a tear stricken faces
Kumar's family members
- a tearful farewell
Farewell
- at airport
Kumar
- vivacious
Kumar
- glorious career
The States
- dream city
Kumar
- dreamt of a career in his utopia
Kumar
- obtained green card
green card - preliminary requirement for gaining citizenship
Utopia
- a dream country (America)
Kumar
- full purse and lavish lifestyle
Kumar
- calls his mother rarely
Kumar’s mother - waited till midnight
Kumar’s mother - urged Kumar to return home
Kumar’s mother - expect Kumar’s arrival
Kumar’s mother - stay up late to receive a call
Kumar
- longed for (missed) his mother
Kumar’s mother - sitting by the telephone
flying birds
- streamlined 'V'
Kumar
- watched ‘V’ shaped flying birds
birds
- migrate but return home
migration of birds - for sojourn
migration of birds-returned after a five-month warm sojourn
Kumar’s father
- took Kumar to Vedanthangal
childhood picnic - vedanthangal
Vedanthangal
- in Tamil Nadu, bird's santuary
Vedanthangal
- flocks of birds nestled among the trees
Dad - hired a binoculars for Kumar at Vedanthangal
Kumar’s father
- hired a binoculars
telescope
- closer view of the nest
telescope
- shows distant objects closely
nest
- five tiny little nestlings
Arctic
- cold region
Kumar
- gazed at the flock flying back home
Kumar
- felt guilty seeing the migrant bird

7. Caught sneezing
Hubert
- a little boy of fourteen
Hubert
- 14 year old boy
Lonely road
- infested with thieves and robbers
Hubert
- waylaid by three hefty men
Hubert
- beaten by thieves
Hubert
- beaten black and blue by thieves
Hefty men
- robbers/thieves
Hefty men
- took away his horse
Hefty men
- beat Hubert up and stole his horse
three hefty men - way laid Hubert
thieves
- took away Hubert’s horse
Hubert
- lost his horse
Hubert
- initially taken for a thief
Mansion
- palatial house
Mansion
- old couple
Mansion
- the door already wide open
the three thieves - Hubert found them in the mansion
old man
- palatial house
Inmates
- family members
Inmates
- rush onto the streets
Inmates
- to find out what was happening there
three thieves
- hiding inside a cupboard
three thieves
- to plunder the household
three thieves
- danger lurking in the cupboard
Hubert - hid in the narrow space under the staircase
Hubert
- hid under the staircase
Hubert
- clever by nature
Hubert
- an intelligent boy
Hubert
- clever little boy
household
- impending danger
old couple
- lived in a big mansion
Inmates
- gathered for a family function
old couple
- mistook him as a thief
an old man
- head of the family
the kind old man - believes Hubert's story
old man
- believed Hubert and gave him food
The kind old man - treated Hubert kindly
household
- unsuspecting family
forwarn
- the danger lurking in the cupboard
Hubert
- to forewarn the unsuspecting family
Hubert
- won the goodwill and gratitude
Hubert
- offering to demonstrate a magical trick
Hubert
- wanted to do a magical trick
Hubert
- performed some magic tricks
Hubert
- to create a storm in a cupboard
old man
- snuff-box
Hubert
- emptied the snuff box
Hubert
- blew snuff in the cupboard
suppressed sneeze - inside the cupboard
strom
- sneeze sound
Hubert
- creator of the storm of sneezes
Snuff
- helped to show thieves
the three thieves - the storm of sneezes
thieves
- almost painted
thieves
- badly in need of air and ventilation
the servants
- opened the cupboard
thieves
- caught by sneezing
Hubert
- skillful strategy
Hubert
- retrieved his horse from the thieves
old man and his family - goodwill and gratitude
Hubert
- creativity
thieves
- ingenuity
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SECTION – 1 (4)
3. The face of Judas Iscariot
Complete the following sentences choosing the correct 01. The subject of the painting is life of Jesus.
answer from the options given below
5x1=5
02. The model for Child Jesus is twelve year old boy.
03. The villainous model the artist sought was difficult to find.
1. Sam
04. The young man who approached the artist begged for
01. The boy found the Labrador with a hurt paw
wine.
02. Sam was a guide dog.
05. The face of the boy was like an angel.
03. The important job the dog had was to guide Diane .
06. The model for Judas Iscariot was actually one who
04. Diane and Sam were reunited.
posted for Jesus.
05. A tiger is not a pet animal.
07. The artist found the model for Jesus in a street.
06. The dog lost its collar and harness.
08. The artist found the model for Judas in a tavern.
07. Shelly’s mother brought a chew toy for Goldy.
09. The twelve year old boy posed for Jesus.
08. The owner of the dog was a blind lady.
10. The man who begged for wine posed for Judas Iscariot.
09. Shelly and Sam played Frisbee.
11. The painter was trying to find a model for a painting of
10. Shelly found the dog at verandah.
Judas Iscariot.
11. Diane is the real owner of the dog.
12. The artist was painting the life of Jesus.
12. Shelly was the temporary owner of Goldy.
13. The models for Jesus and Judas were same.
13. Sam was brownish yellow in colour.
14. The model for Judas was drunkard.
14. Diane wore sunglasses.
15. The painting was incomplete.
15. Shelly named the dog Goldy.
16. The face of twelve years old boy looks like an angle.
16. The dog was separated from the blind lady during a traffic 17. The painter offered him wine, food and clothe.
accident.
18. The model’s bloodshot eyes were fixed with horror.
17. The narrator brought the first aid kit out from his room to 19. The model for Jesus was a boy of twelve.
help the dog.
20. A young man begged for wine.
18. Shelly nursed the dog’s paw.
4. Swept away
19. Shelly’s mother put a notice in the newspaper about the 01. Celine is the wife of Serge.
dog.
02. When Celine and her husband stepped into the
20. The original name of the dog was Sam.
street, the water level of flood is thigh high.
21. Mom allowed Shelly to keep the dog.
03. Celine stepped over a low hedge and fell down.
22. Diane is blind lady.
04. Celine swallowed dirty water.
23. Shelly gave it a first aid.
05. The current of water dragged Celine into manhole.
24. Finally, Diane and Sam were reunited.
06. Celine managed to grasp a plastic pipe.
25. Shelly and Goldy became friends.
07. Amandine was celine’s daughter.
2. The piano lesson
08. Serge was a council worker.
01. The boy was five years old, when his father returned from 09. Jack poderoso was a teacher.
the war.
10. Celine had been under water for five hours.
02. Rob’s father was very tall.
11. Celine was at last found by Jack Poderoso.
03. Rob’s father was a flying officer.
12. Celine was a determined woman.
04. The important gift dad had brought was a piano.
13. Serge’s neighbour wanted to ring fire brigade.
05. The cart with a brand-new piano was drawn by horse.
14. Fire brigade shone torches.
06. Within 3 months the mother became an expert in piano.
15. Celine wanted to live for her Serge and daughter.
07. The piano was taken back because the loan was not 16. Celine fell into the water.
paid.
17. Atlast Celine was saved.
08. The piano was kept in the living room.
18. Celine swallowed mouthfuls of dirty water.
09. The mother had seen the piano only in the Catholic 19. Serge and Celine stepped down into the street.
kindergarten.
20. Jack Poderoso saw Celine.
10. Though poor, the mother felt herself like a princess.
21. Jack Poderoso informed fireman.
11. As she received the piano, she plinked and planked for 22. Celine managed to grab a pipe.
two hours.
23. Celine determine to live for her family.
12. Rob’s mother began to teach herself.
24. Celine was saved by fireman.
13. Within a month mother learnt to play a tune in piano.
25. The fireman bought a body bag.
14. The neighbours gathered around and sang the songs,
5. A close encounter
‘she’ll be coming round the mountain’ and ‘good night Irene’. 01. Rex coker’s brother was a tinkerer.
15. Rob’s dad was sad because he couldn’t find a job.
02. Rex coker’s brother used Schwinn bike for his project.
16. Rob’s father got a job in an auditing firm.
03. He spent much time in thinking new ideas during his
17. Rob’s father started to qualify for charted accountant.
summer holidays.
18. Rob’s mother was proud about dad, when he trying hard 04. He fitted DC electric motor to the old bike.
to rebuild his life.
05. Electric motor was bought from a local pawn shop.
19. Two years later Rob’s father saved enough
06. The motor was bought for 20 bucks.
money to buy another piano paying full cash.
07. The motor was mounted upon the main frame below the
20. Mom plinked and plonked the piano when she got it.
bike’s seat.
21. All neighbours were amazed.
08. The battery was removed from old Chevy.
22. Dad was sad because he had no job.
09. The switch was mounted on cross bar.
23. They had to sell the piano.
10. The test run of the altered bike was so thrilling.
24. At last dad got a job in an accounting firm.
11. The brothers started off the ride with a thumbs up sign.
25. Mom taught herself to play piano.
12. My brother saddled up on his beast–beast is bike.
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13. The cloths line caught the rider under his chin.
14. The battery after the test run flew into neighbour’s back
yard.
15. At last both brothers took the incident positively.
16. The brothers started off the test ride.
17. Initially it worked wonderfully.
18. Tires and battery were flown into the neighbour’s place.
19. The boy ran for his life.
20. At last the bike was flown into the neighbour’s place.
6. The summer flight
01. Kumar lived in a very comfortable, fully furnished
apartment.
02. Kumar’s residence is in New York.
03. Kumar is intelligent and enterprising young man.
04. Kumar had earned the house in his late twenties.
05. In spite of living a luxurious life Kumar feels an emptiness
in his heart.
06. Kumar missed his mother so much.
07. Kumar could not convince his mother for leaving India.
08. Kumar’s dream country was America.
09. Kumar got job in an MNC.
10. Kumar obtained a green card for gaining citizenship in
America.
11. Utopia means dreamland.
12. Initially, Kumar would talk to his mother on phone for halfan-hour.
13. Kumar’s mother would urge her son to return home.
14. Kumar looked at the sky dotted with birds.
15. Kumar remembered his childhood picnic to
Vedanthangal.
16. Kumar’s father hired a telescope to view the nests.
17. “Home is where the heart is” Kumar thought.
18. The birds are flying in streamlined in V shape.
19. The birds in Vedanthangal knew that their home is in
Arctic.
20. Finally Kumar had made up his mind to return home.
21. Kumar watched the migratory birds.
22. Kumar had decided to go back to his native place.
23. Kumar was a brilliant Indian Engineer.
24. Kumar enjoyed a lavish life style in America.
25. Kumar got green card.
7. Caught sneezing
01. Hubert was a boy of fourteen.
02. Hubert traveled in a horse.
03. Hubert was attacked by three thieves.
04. Hubert staggered into a palatial mansion to get help.
05. The thieves hid inside a cupboard.
06. Hubert hid under the staircase.
07. Hubert was intelligent by nature.
08. The oldman believed Hubert’s story.
09. Hubert said that he is going to do some magic tricks.
10. Hubert tried to create a storm in the cupboard.
11. Hubert blew snuff into the cupboard.
12. Thieves inside the cupboard started sneezing.
13. The thieves inside the cupboard were almost fainted.
14. The thieves inside the cupboard were badly in need of air
and ventilation.
15. Hubert proved his intelligence.
16. The ‘storm in the cupboard’ was due to snuff.
17. Hubert proved that age does not matter, where wisdom is
concerned.
18. The thieves were caught by the sound of sneezing.
19. Hubert retrieved his horse.
20. Hubert won goodwill and gratitude of the old man and
family.
21. Hubert was 14 years old boy.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Hubert was a clever boy.
Hubert travelled on his horse.
The thieves beat him severely.
Hubert lost his horse to thieves.
The thieves hid inside the cupboard.
Hubert asked oldman’s snuff box.
Hubert offered them some magic trickes.
Hubert was shocked to hear the voices of the thieves.
Hubert spread the snuff into the cupboard.
ALL
01. Mum allowed Shelly to keep the dog.
02. The brothers started off the ride with a thumbs up sign.
03. There were three thieves hiding in the cupboard.
04. The painter was trying hard to find a model for a painting
of Judas Iscariot.
05. Dad finally got an employment with an auditing farm.
06. Shelly thought it would be mean to call the dog catcher
on a hurt animal.
07. Dad at last got a job with an accounting firm.
08. The young man who approached the artist begged for
wine.
09. The author thought himself smarter than the inventor.
10. Kumar migrated from India to the States.
11. Goldy responded to commands like sit, stay and come.
12. Mom’s excitement tickled Dad.
13. Celine asked Jack to ring Serge.
14. The inventor took the old battery from dad’s old Chevy.
15. Kumar’s calls made his mother sit up till midnight.
16. Kumar’s outstanding performance at college had gained
him a wonderful career at an MNC.
17. The tinker applied his ideas to paper skillfully blueprinting
his invention.
18. Dad got job with an accounting firm.
19. The boy’s name was Shelly.
20.Serge was a council worker.
21. Mom put a notice in the paper.
22. Mural is a painting done on a wall.
23. Celine’s daughter Amandine was to celebrate her twelfth
birth day in two weeks time.
24. Utopia is an imaginary land of contentment.
25. Hubert’s cleverness helped him retrieve his horse.
26. The house of Celine and Serge was invaded by water for
second time in just over a year.
27. The mural was to be painted for a cathedral.
28. A cart carried a brand-new piano along the road leading
to the house.
29. The dog has lost his color and harness too.
30. Kumar saw tiny little nestlings, five of them.
31. The artist was engaged to paint a mural for a Cathedral.
32. Sam was a guide dog.
33. Kumar lived in New York.
34. Hubert saved the old man and his family with just a little
snuff.
35. The sprocket which drow the chain was replaced with a
pulley and a fan belt.
36. The important job the dog had was to guide Diane.
37. The model for the child Jesus was twelve years old.
38. There were three thieves hiding in the house.
39. The brother bought a DC electric motor from a local pawn
shop.
40. Celine stepped over a low hedge.
41. The boy called the dog Goldy.
42. The artist was painting the life of Jesus.
43. Dad had to study to qualify as a charted accountant.
44. The birds were flying in a streamlined ‘V’ shape.
45. Hubert retrieved his horse from the thieves.
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SECTION – 1 (4) Complete the following sentences choosing
3. The face of Judas Iscariot
the correct answer from the options given below 5 x 1 = 5
01. The subject of the painting is life of Jesus.

1. Sam
01. The boy found the Labrador with a hurt paw
02. Sam was a guide dog.
03. The important job the dog had was to guide Diane .
04. Diane and Sam were reunited.
05. A tiger is not a pet animal.
06. The dog lost its collar and harness.
07. Shelly’s mother brought a chew toy for Goldy.
08. The owner of the dog was a blind lady.
09. Shelly and Sam played Frisbee.
10. Shelly found the dog at verandah.
11. Diane is the real owner of the dog.
12. Shelly was the temporary owner of Goldy.
13. Sam was brownish yellow in colour.
14. Diane wore sunglasses.
15. Shelly named the dog Goldy.
16. The dog was separated from the blind lady during a traffic
accident.
17. The narrator brought the first aid kit out from his room to
help the dog.
18. Shelly nursed the dog’s paw.
19. Shelly’s mother put a notice in the newspaper about the
dog.
20. The original name of the dog was Sam.
21. Mom allowed Shelly to keep the dog.
22. Diane is blind lady.
23. Shelly gave it a first aid.
24. Finally, Diane and Sam were reunited.
25. Shelly and Goldy became friends.
2. The piano lesson
01. The boy was five years old, when his father returned from
the war.
02. Rob’s father was very tall.
03. Rob’s father was a flying officer.
04. The important gift dad had brought was a piano.
05. The cart with a brand-new piano was drawn by horse.
06. Within 3 months the mother became an expert in piano.
07. The piano was taken back because the loan was not
paid.
08. The piano was kept in the living room.
09. The mother had seen the piano only in the Catholic
kindergarten.
10. Though poor, the mother felt herself like a princess.
11. As she received the piano, she plinked and planked for
two hours.
12. Rob’s mother began to teach herself.
13. Within a month mother learnt to play a tune in piano.
14. The neighbours gathered around and sang the songs,
‘she’ll be coming round the mountain’ and ‘good night Irene’.
15. Rob’s dad was sad because he couldn’t find a job.
16. Rob’s father got a job in an auditing firm.
17. Rob’s father started to qualify for charted accountant.
18. Rob’s mother was proud about dad, when he trying hard
to rebuild his life.
19. Two years later Rob’s father saved enough
money to buy another piano paying full cash.
20. Mom plinked and plonked the piano when she got it.
21. All neighbours were amazed.
22. Dad was sad because he had no job.
23. They had to sell the piano.
24. At last dad got a job in an accounting firm.
25. Mom taught herself to play piano.

02. The model for Child Jesus is twelve year old boy.
03. The villainous model the artist sought was difficult to find.
04. The young man who approached the artist begged for
wine.
05. The face of the boy was like an angel.
06. The model for Judas Iscariot was actually one who
posted for Jesus.
07. The artist found the model for Jesus in a street.
08. The artist found the model for Judas in a tavern.
09. The twelve year old boy posed for Jesus.
10. The man who begged for wine posed for Judas Iscariot.
11. The painter was trying to find a model for a painting of
Judas Iscariot.
12. The artist was painting the life of Jesus.
13. The models for Jesus and Judas were same.
14. The model for Judas was drunkard.
15. The painting was incomplete.
16. The face of twelve years old boy looks like an angle.
17. The painter offered him wine, food and clothe.
18. The model’s bloodshot eyes were fixed with horror.
19. The model for Jesus was a boy of twelve.
20. A young man begged for wine.
4. Swept away
01. Celine is the wife of Serge.
02. When Celine and her husband stepped into the
street, the water level of flood is thigh high.
03. Celine stepped over a low hedge and fell down.
04. Celine swallowed dirty water.
05. The current of water dragged Celine into manhole.
06. Celine managed to grasp a plastic pipe.
07. Amandine was celine’s daughter.
08. Serge was a council worker.
09. Jack poderoso was a teacher.
10. Celine had been under water for five hours.
11. Celine was at last found by Jack Poderoso.
12. Celine was a determined woman.
13. Serge’s neighbour wanted to ring fire brigade.
14. Fire brigade shone torches.
15. Celine wanted to live for her Serge and daughter.
16. Celine fell into the water.
17. Atlast Celine was saved.
18. Celine swallowed mouthfuls of dirty water.
19. Serge and Celine stepped down into the street.
20. Jack Poderoso saw Celine.
21. Jack Poderoso informed fireman.
22. Celine managed to grab a pipe.
23. Celine determine to live for her family.
24. Celine was saved by fireman.
25. The fireman bought a body bag.
5. A close encounter
01. Rex coker’s brother was a tinkerer.
02. Rex coker’s brother used Schwinn bike for his project.
03. He spent much time in thinking new ideas during his
summer holidays.
04. He fitted DC electric motor to the old bike.
05. Electric motor was bought from a local pawn shop.
06. The motor was bought for 20 bucks.
07. The motor was mounted upon the main frame below the
bike’s seat.
08. The battery was removed from old Chevy.
09. The switch was mounted on cross bar.
10. The test run of the altered bike was so thrilling.
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11. The brothers started off the ride with a thumbs up sign.
12. My brother saddled up on his beast–beast is bike.
13. The cloths line caught the rider under his chin.
14. The battery after the test run flew into neighbour’s back
yard.
15. At last both brothers took the incident positively.
16. The brothers started off the test ride.
17. Initially it worked wonderfully.
18. Tires and battery were flown into the neighbour’s place.
19. The boy ran for his life.
20. At last the bike was flown into the neighbour’s place.
6. The summer flight
01. Kumar lived in a very comfortable, fully furnished
apartment.
02. Kumar’s residence is in New York.
03. Kumar is intelligent and enterprising young man.
04. Kumar had earned the house in his late twenties.
05. In spite of living a luxurious life Kumar feels an emptiness
in his heart.
06. Kumar missed his mother so much.
07. Kumar could not convince his mother for leaving India.
08. Kumar’s dream country was America.
09. Kumar got job in an MNC.
10. Kumar obtained a green card for gaining citizenship in
America.
11. Utopia means dreamland.
12. Initially, Kumar would talk to his mother on phone for halfan-hour.
13. Kumar’s mother would urge her son to return home.
14. Kumar looked at the sky dotted with birds.
15. Kumar remembered his childhood picnic to
Vedanthangal.
16. Kumar’s father hired a telescope to view the nests.
17. “Home is where the heart is” Kumar thought.
18. The birds are flying in streamlined in V shape.
19. The birds in Vedanthangal knew that their home is in
Arctic.
20. Finally Kumar had made up his mind to return home.
21. Kumar watched the migratory birds.
22. Kumar had decided to go back to his native place.
23. Kumar was a brilliant Indian Engineer.
24. Kumar enjoyed a lavish life style in America.
25. Kumar got green card.
7. Caught sneezing
01. Hubert was a boy of fourteen.
02. Hubert traveled in a horse.
03. Hubert was attacked by three thieves.
04. Hubert staggered into a palatial mansion to get help.
05. The thieves hid inside a cupboard.
06. Hubert hid under the staircase.
07. Hubert was intelligent by nature.
08. The oldman believed Hubert’s story.
09. Hubert said that he is going to do some magic tricks.
10. Hubert tried to create a storm in the cupboard.
11. Hubert blew snuff into the cupboard.
12. Thieves inside the cupboard started sneezing.
13. The thieves inside the cupboard were almost fainted.
14. The thieves inside the cupboard were badly in need of air
and ventilation.
15. Hubert proved his intelligence.
16. The ‘storm in the cupboard’ was due to snuff.
17. Hubert proved that age does not matter, where wisdom is
concerned.
18. The thieves were caught by the sound of sneezing.
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19. Hubert retrieved his horse.
20. Hubert won goodwill and gratitude of the old man and
family.
21. Hubert was 14 years old boy.
22. Hubert was a clever boy.
23. Hubert travelled on his horse.
24. The thieves beat him severely.
25. Hubert lost his horse to thieves.
26. The thieves hid inside the cupboard.
27. Hubert asked oldman’s snuff box.
28. Hubert offered them some magic trickes.
29. Hubert was shocked to hear the voices of the thieves.
30. Hubert spread the snuff into the cupboard.
ALL
01. Mum allowed Shelly to keep the dog.
02. The brothers started off the ride with a thumbs up sign.
03. There were three thieves hiding in the cupboard.
04. The painter was trying hard to find a model for a painting of
Judas Iscariot.
05. Dad finally got an employment with an auditing farm.
06. Shelly thought it would be mean to call the dog catcher on a
hurt animal.
07. Dad at last got a job with an accounting firm.
08. The young man who approached the artist begged for wine.
09. The author thought himself smarter than the inventor.
10. Kumar migrated from India to the States.
11. Goldy responded to commands like sit, stay and come.
12. Mom’s excitement tickled Dad.
13. Celine asked Jack to ring Serge.
14. The inventor took the old battery from dad’s old Chevy.
15. Kumar’s calls made his mother sit up till midnight.
16. Kumar’s outstanding performance at college had gained
him a wonderful career at an MNC.
17. The tinker applied his ideas to paper skillfully blueprinting
his invention.
18. Dad got job with an accounting firm.
19. The boy’s name was Shelly.
20.Serge was a council worker.
21. Mom put a notice in the paper.
22. Mural is a painting done on a wall.
23. Celine’s daughter Amandine was to celebrate her twelfth
birth day in two weeks time.
24. Utopia is an imaginary land of contentment.
25. Hubert’s cleverness helped him retrieve his horse.
26. The house of Celine and Serge was invaded by water for
second time in just over a year.
27. The mural was to be painted for a cathedral.
28. A cart carried a brand-new piano along the road leading to
the house.
29. The dog has lost his color and harness too.
30. Kumar saw tiny little nestlings, five of them.
31. The artist was engaged to paint a mural for a Cathedral.
32. Sam was a guide dog.
33. Kumar lived in New York.
34. Hubert saved the old man and his family with just a little
snuff.
35. The sprocket which drow the chain was replaced with a
pulley and a fan belt.
36. The important job the dog had was to guide Diane.
37. The model for the child Jesus was twelve years old.
38. There were three thieves hiding in the house.
39. The brother bought a DC electric motor from a local pawn
shop.
40. Celine stepped over a low hedge.
41. The boy called the dog Goldy.
42. The artist was painting the life of Jesus.
43. Dad had to study to qualify as a charted accountant.
44. The birds were flying in a streamlined ‘V’ shape.
45. Hubert retrieved his horse from the thieves.
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SSLC – ENGLISH – II = SECTION – 1 (6)
Study the given mind map and fill in the
incomplete details.
5x1=5

PTA 1:

1. Mum practiced and within a month, belting out
a tune .
2. All neighbours were amazed.
3. Dad was sad because he had no job.
4. They had to sell the piano.
5. At last dad got a job in an accounting firm.
PTA 2:

The dog too loved him.
His mother wanted to trace the owner.
One day, a lady came there to get back her dog.
The dog’s real name is Sam.
The dog had to be given back, as she was the real
owner.

i) He had lived a luxurious life in USA.
ii) . . . . . green card and a well furnished house.
iii) His mother wanted him to return India.
iv) Kumar recollected his picnic to vedanthangal.
v) He realized that there is no place like home.
PTA 3:

1. A twelve year old boy served as the model for Christ
child.
2. Painter still found no one to serve as the model
Judas Iscariot.
3. At last he found the model for Judas Iscariot in
an inn.
4. The model’s eyes were fixed with horror on the
face of Jesus Christ.
5.
“Years ago I was the model for the
Christ Child”, said the model.

(i) palatial mansion
(iii)the voices of the thieves
(iv) fell

(ii) wide open
(v) the cupboard
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PTA 4:

(i) to overexert himself
(ii) inventing new things
(iii) a motor bike
(iv) DC electric motor
(v) main frame of his Schwinn bike
PTA 5:

MARCH 2012:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

to get some help
hiding inside a cupboard
the impending danger
a storm in the cupboard
the narrow opening

JUNE 2012:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

belonged to someone
came to claim the dog
keep the dog
Frisbee and football in the yard
beside him to school

BOOK QUESTION:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

the living room
he had no job
the piano
a job in an accounting firm
bought a new piano for cash

OCTOBER 2012:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

belting out a tune
appreciated her
the piano
a job with an auditing firm
new piano by paying cash.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

gathered around her to croon
he had been unable to find a job
the piano
a job in an accounting firm
bought a new piano for cash
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SSLC – ENGLISH II – SECTION I (7)
Answer in a paragraph on any one of the following
1. SAM
questions:
5
 Shelly was a school boy.
 Shelly saw a wounded dog.

SAM

Shelly was a school boy. One morning, he saw  He nursed it.
a wounded dog. Its paw was hurt and bleeding. He  No one came and claimed the dog.
nursed it. He named it Goldy. They became friends.  Shelly named it Goldy.
It followed him to school. One day a blind lady came  One day a blind lady came and claimed the dog.
and claimed the dog. She is Goldy’s real owner,  She called it ‘Sam’.
Goldy licked her face. So, he gave the dog to her.

 So Shelly returned the dog to her.
2. THE PIANO LESSON

THE PIANO LESSON

 The author’s Dad bought a piano on loan.

The author’s mother was fond of learning to  Mum got skill through practice.
play piano. So, his father got a piano on loan. Mother  But the loan wasn’t paid.
got skill through practice. But the loan was not paid.  So the money lender took away the piano.
So the money lender took away the piano. Mum was  Mum was sad.
sad. Later, Dad got a job as a charted accountant.  Later, Dad got a job
Two years later, he bought Mum a new piano by  Two years later, Dad bought a piano by paying
paying cash for it.

cash.
3. THE FACE OF JUDAS ISCARIOT

THE FACE OF JUDAS ISCARIOT

 An artist was painting the life of Jesus.

An artist was painting the life of Jesus. A  A 12 year old boy posed for the Child Jesus’s
twelve years old boy posed for the child Jesus. But

portrait.

the painting of Judas was unfinished. The artist  The artist was in search of a model of Judas for
searched for a model for many years. A man with

many years.

immoral qualities agreed to pose as Jesus. While he  A wicked man agreed to pose as Judas.
posed there was a terrible in his behaviour. He was  While he posed, there was a change in his
the boy who posed for child Jesus some years ago.

behaviour.
 He was the boy who posed for

the child Jesus

some years ago
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ENGLISH II – SECTION – II
8. Note Making & Summarizing
ஒ

ெகா
க ப ட ப ைய ந
யமானவ ைற எ
ெகா ள ேவ
ப காக
எ த ேவ
.

ப
.

க

ேவ
ன

ENGLISH II – SECTION – III
5+5 11. Letter Writing

Note Making Tips:
1. ெபா
2. ெகா

தமான தைல ைப எ த ேவ
.
க ப டப
உ ள articles (a, an, the), Linkers

(and, but, so, . . .), auxiliary verbs (is, was, are were, will,
would, shall, should, has, have, had) ஆ யவ ைற
ட

ேவ
.
3.
யமான வா ைதகைள ம
எ த ேவ
.
4.
க ப ட வா ைதக
ப
ேகா (–) ேபா
எ த
ேவ
.
5. அைன
கைள
ட ேவ
.
6. வா ய
த
உ ள Capital letter ஐ small letter இ
மா
எ
ெகா ள ேவ
.

Summarizing Tips:

1.
த
Rough copy என தைல
, ெகா
ப ைய
எ த ேவ
.
2. Rough copy ஐ ெப
லா
ேகா
ேபா
அ
ேவ
.
3. ெபா தமான தைல ஒ ைற எ த ேவ
.
4. ெகா க ப ட ப
உ ள வா ைதக எ
ஒ
ப
வா ைதக
உ ளவா
ேவ
.
5. கைட
வ மா எ த ேவ
.

Words in passage
Words in rough copy
Words in fair copy

க ப ட
ட

ைக
எ த

: 150
: 60
: 50 (ேதாராயமாக)

ENGLISH II – SECTION – II
9. Completing Dialogues
ெகா
க ப ட உைரயாடைல ந
இட க
ன அ ல
ைடைய ந
கவ
க ேவ
னா இ தா
ைடைய ,
உ வா
எ த ேவ
.

(5)

.

ப க ேவ
.
ப ட
ன உ ள
னா அ ல
.
ப ட இட
ைட இ தா
னாைவ

Tips:

க த
ேவ
ேக

ய ப
ைய ம
.
வ வ ைற
ந
ளக த
த கவா ப

ப

ைடயாக எ
ெகா

எ த ேவ

த
,

.

Complaining Letter:
I am _______, living in the above address.
I am sorry to inform you that ____________
Please take necessary action.
Thanking you
Applying for a post:
I am _______, living in the above address.
I saw your advertisement.
I have the expected qualifications.
If you appoint me, I will do my best.
Please consider my application.
Thanking you,
Ordering letter:
Sports Company:
Please send me the following items.
cricket bat – 5
cricket ball – 10
chess – 5
Science Company:
Please send me the following items.
Test tube – 20
Test tube holder – 2
Test tube stand – 10
Book Company:
Please send me the following items.
Tamil Grammar – 10 copies
English Grammar – 20 copies
World atlas –20 copies

1. May I come in? என இ தா Yes come in என எ தலா .
2. My name is …. என இ தா What is your name? என
எ தலா .
3. My father is …. என இ தா What is your father? என
எ தலா .
4. I want to …. என இ தா What do you want? என
எ தலா .
Personal letter:
5. I am going to …. என இ தா Where are you going? என
த
: I am fine. How are you?
எ தலா .
I am studying well. What about you?
6. It costs …. என இ தா How much does it cost? என
எ தலா .
Hope you are also studying well.
7. The fare is …. என இ தா What is the fare? என இ
ஏேத
ஒ ைற எ த
:
எ தலா .
My greetings to all. /
8. I'll stay …. என இ தா How long will you stay there?
Convey my regards to one and all. /
என எ தலா .
Convey my enquiries to one and all.
9. Inverted question என இ தா
yes அ ல no என
எ தலா .
Thanks giving letter:
10. கைட இர
வ க
Thank you எ
, Welcome
I am fine. How are you? I wrote my exams
எ
எ தலா .

ENGLISH II – SECTION – III
10. Writing dialogue

ெகா
க ப ட
னாைவ
ந
ப க
ேவ
.
உைரயா பவ க
யா ? யா ? என க
க ேவ
.
இ வ ெபய கைள
ஒ ற
ஒ றாக எ
,
த
உ ளவ
எ ேர Good Morning எ
, இர டாவதாக
உ ளவ
எ ேர Good Morning எ
எ
உைரயாடைல
ெதாட க ெவ
.
னா
ளைத ந
ப
அத
த கவா
ல வ க எ த ேவ
. கைட
இ வ க
Thank you எ
, welcome எ
எ
உைரயாடைல
க ேவ
.

well. What about Rama? Hope she also wrote
well. I was very happy to receive your birth day
gift. It is very useful to me. Thank you very much
for your gift. Convey my enquiries to one and all.
Inviting letter:
I am fine. How are you? I wrote my exams
well. I like to spend my holidays with you. Please
come over here. (Shall I come next week?) Kindly
reply me. Convey my enquiries to one and all.
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மர

வள

ேபா !

மைழ ெப ேவா !

மைழ

ேசக

ேபா !

ம

வள கா ேபா !

SSLC – ENGLISH – II – SECTION – C (12)
Prepare an advertisement with a catchy slogan using (01) Grand look – cloths shop – Aadi sale – 15%
discount – gents / ladies / kids’ appearls
the information given below:
5
(02) New Millennium Bike – comfortable ride – sleek
look – affordable price
(03) Tata’s latest invention – solar car – fit for Indian
roads – booking – win attractive prizes – contact no
(04) Videocon sale – 20% discount – gift hampers –
special offers – conduct no
(05) Seema’s bakery – cakes available for all occasions
– varieties and taste– reasonable price
(06) Discount sales at Women’s World fancy Stores –
bangles of all makes, colours ans sizes from all over
India
(07) Best furniture – for classrooms, houses –
Teakwood and Rosewood – elegant style – comfort –
cheap and best – discount for bulk orders
(08) Food King footwear – shoes, chapples – imported
footwear – 20% discount – gents / ladies / kids
(09) Mouth watering – delicious food – hygienic
preparation – affordable prices makes you long for more
– Crave and Rave Vegetarian restaurant, Coimbatore
(10) Pens – help mate – variety pens – available at –
prices ranging from Rs. 10/- to Rs.1000/(11) Educational material – classes VI to X – plenty of
exercises – interesting games – puzzles – English,
Maths, Science – gain knowledge – our books enlighten
you – contact Genius Kids Publications – 20 Nehru
road, Chennai-34
(12) Fresh fruits – vegetables from farms – healthy –
juicy – tasty – low price – Care for Health Fruits and
Vegetables – 59, Mint street, Tirchy
(13) Zee Fine Arts Academy – admission open –
Carnatic,Vocal, Veena, Violin, Guitar, Keyboard classes
– drawing and art classes – contact no – duration of
courses – fees
(14) Eagle Electronic Ltd – 30% discount sale – all
electronic appliances – additional warranty – gifts with
every purchase
(15) Laptop & Computer shop – Systems for students –
special discounts – affordable price – limited period
offer – details: visit www.stulap.com
(16) Malaysia – 3 nights and 2 days – Rs. 20,000/- –
accommodation, sight-seeing – book now – Tours and
Travels – M.G.Road – Bangalore
(17) Mouth watering – delicious food – hygienic
preparation – affordable price – excellent service – open
– elegant and posh
(18) Sales of furniture – wooden chairs – dining tables –
teakwood tables – comfortable sofa cum bed – all under
one roof – door delivery – 15% less – hurry
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மர

வள

ேபா !

மைழ ெப ேவா !

SSLC – ENGLISH II – SECTION IV (13)
Expand the following headlines:
5x1=5

மைழ

ேசக

ேபா !

ம

வள கா ேபா !

(11) India successfully tests first interceptor missile
= India successfully tested his first interceptor
missile yesterday.

(01) SBI releases new coin – Big Temple Centenary
= The State Bank of India released a new Gold (12) Tamil Nadu delegation to visit Lanka.
coin to commemorate the Centenary of the Big Temple
= Tamil Nadu delegation has planned to visit
in Tanjavur.
Lanka next week. They will meet the President in
Columbu.
(02) India wins medals at CWG
= India participated in the Common Wealth (13) Kalam for Research on earth prediction
Games held at Delhi and won many medals in different
= APJ Kalam invited the college students for
fields.
the research on earth prediction.
(03) Heavy floods in Bihar, crops ruined
(14) Sixty dead in plane crash in Russia
= Due to heavy rain many parts of Bihar are
= Due to heavy rain yesterday, two planes
flooded and a heavy loss of crops in Nalanda district is crashed near Delhi. All the passengers in the plane
reported.
were dead.
(04) Students take up rally to create AIDS awareness
(15) Film stars come forward for Tsunami victims
= The students of New College took out a rally
= Due to Tsunami many houses near sea shore
in the city to create awareness about AIDS which is were ruined. Tamil Nadu Film stars come forward to
one among the worst kinds of diseases prevalent help the Tsunami victims.
today.
(16) Mobile phones banned in schools
(05) Obama to visit India in November
= Usage of mobile phones affects the study of
= Barack Obama plans to visit India during the the school students. So, the government decided to
month of November to discuss economic and trade ban mobile phones in schools.
policies with the Prime Minister of India.
(17) +1 students to receive laptops soon
(06) Heavy floods in Tamilnadu, crops ruined
= Tamilnadu government has announced to
= Due to heavy rain many parts of Tamil Nadu give laptops to plus one students. They will receive
are flooded and a heavy loss of crops in Tanjore laptops soon.
district is reported.
(18) Free cycles colour to change
(07) Indian Post releases new Stamp – Tamilnadu
= Tamilnadu government has decided to
Assembly Dimond Jubilee
change the colour of free cycles.
= The Postal Department of Tamilnadu
released a new stamp to commemorate the Dimond (19) Republic Day celebrated in a fitting manner at
Jubilee of the Tamilnadu Assembly Golden Jubilee in secretariat
Chennai.
= The employees of Tamilnadu secretariat has
celebrated the republic day in a fitting manner.
(08) Obama to visit India in April.
(20) Obama to visit India in January
= Barack Obama plans to visit India during the
month of April to discuss economic and trade policies
= Barack Obama plans to visit India during the
with the President of India.
month of January to discuss economic and trade
policies with the Prime Minister of India.
(09) Students rally to create Child Labour awareness
= The students of Indu College took out a rally (21) New teaching techniques for School Teachers
in the city to create awareness about Child Labour
= The Tamilnadu government has planned to
which is one among the worst kinds of social disorder introduce new teaching techniques for the school
today.
teachers.
(10) India wins medals at Olympics
(22) Terrorist strike CRPF Camp in Jammu - Two
India participated in the Olympics held at jawans killed
Beijing and won many medals in different fields.
= The terrorists in Jammu struck CRPF
yesterday. Two jawans were killed.
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வள

ேபா !

மைழ ெப ேவா !

மைழ

ேசக

ேபா !

ம

வள கா ேபா !

(23) Held for smoking at the Railway station, Chennai (34) Indian swimmers win Gold in Olympics
= Police held three persons for smoking at the
= Three Indian swimmers win Gold in Olympics.
railway station in Chennai.
They were awarded cash prizes. They were given a
house by Tamilnadu Chief Minister.
(24) Man gets imprisonments for throwing a boy off the
train
(35) PM to attend UNO meet
= The man who threw a boy off the train got 5
United Nations Organization will be took place
years imprisonments.
at Geneva tomorrow. Our Prime Minister leaves India.
He planned to meet American President there.
(25) Egypt Army apologises for attack on innocent
people
(36) Earth quake in Turkey – over 250 dead
= Egypt Army announcement apology for attack
= A heavy earth quake occurred in Turkey.
on innocent people.
News papers wrote that over 250 people dead and
many are injured.
(26) Third Day rain also hits Virudhunagar
= For the third consecutive day, heavy rains (37) Railway fares to go up says Railway Minster
flooded the streets of Virudhunagar.
= Due to hike in diesel price, the railway fares
will be increased soon. Our railway minister
(27) Central Palm Products Ins. Vocational course for announced yesterday.
unemployed youth
= The Central Palm Products Institute will (38) Bus driver prevents major accident
organize a month long vocational course for
= The government bus driver prevented a major
unemployed youth and housewives.
accident in Vellore. He saved the lives of many people.
They were thanked him for his bravery.
(28) PHC celebrates World Epilepsy Day
= The Public Health Centre at Madurai (39) India wins Test series against Australia
celebrated World Epilepsy Day to create on awareness
= Indian cricket players played Test series
in public regarding the neurological problems of against Australia. The played well and won the cup
epilepsy.
after five years.
(29) April - Lions planed for free eye screening camp
(40) Diabetic day celebrated with free check up
= A free eye screening camp will be organized
= The world Diabetic day was celebrated in
by the Lions Club during the first week of April at a Vellore yesterday. The Lions club had organized for a
leading hospital in the city.
free diabetic check up. More than 500 people are
benefited.
(30) Vikram Rathore stood first in shotgun
championship
(41) Unexpected visit of Minister to schools
= Vikram Rathore secured the first place in the
= Our Education Minister made an unexpected
Shotgun championship with 194 points and bagged the visit to the schools in Tamilnadu.
gold medal.
(42) Chennai celebrates Madras week
(31) Schools closed due to heavy rains
= The people of Chennai city have planned to
= There was a heavy rain yester day. So the celebrate Madras week. They are planned to conduct
district collector announced holiday for all the schools. many competitions.
(32) Storage reduced at reservoir for repair
(43) Tamil Nadu State Board Examination Results
There was a heavy rain last month. The Declared
reservoir was damaged. So the storage was reduced
= The SSLC examination results of the Tamil
for the repairing work.
Nadu State Board were declared today.
(33) Students collect funds for flood relief
(44) Prime Minister to inaugurate National Games
= Due to heavy rain many parts of Tamil Nadu
= Indian Prime Minister comes to Chennai to
are flooded and many parts were heavily affected. So inaugurate National Games.
Students collect funds for flood relief.
(45) Passengers injured in accident
= There was a heavy rain yesterday. Two
buses crashed. 20 people injured.
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ENGLISH – II SECTION – IV (14) Non-verbal (charts): Study the PTA 2:
pie-chart and answer the questions given below: 5x1 = 5
MQP: Mr. Krishnan's Expenditure
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i. What does the bar graph represent?
a) income b) expenditure c) profit d) business
= (b)
ii. On which item does the family spend the maximum amount
of money?
a) education b) food c) house rent d) transport
= (b)
iii. Identify two items of equal expenditure.
1. Mr Krishnan spends equally on
a) savings & food b) house rent and education
(a) food and education (b) food and clothes
= (c)
(c) food and rent
(d) education and clothes
= (c) c) clothing and transport d) food and education
iv.
Is
this
statement
true
or
false?
2. State whether the following statement is true:
Expenditure on food and savings equals the sum of the The family spends the least amount of money on education.
True
expenditure on entertainment, clothes
and rent.
= True
v. Which item comes fourth in terms of expenses?
3. The difference between the expenditure on food and savings is
a) clothing b) house rent c) education d) transport
= (d)
equal to that on:
(a) rent (b) clothes
(c) education (d) savings
= (c)
PTA 3:
4. The expenditure on clothes is ______ that on entertainment.
(a) greater than
(b) the same as
(c) less than
(d) double
= (b)
5. The expenditure on savings is ______ that
on education.
(a) twice (b) half of (c) equal to (d) more than
= (b)
PTA 1:

i. The expenditure on food is of all the expenses.
a) the lowest b)the least c) the highest d) the meanest = (c)
ii. The expenditure on entertainment is equal to expenses
on
a) electricity b) medical c) transportation d) education = (a)
iii. Navin spends equally on
(i) What percentage of Raghav’s income is spent on boarding
a) Taxes, Savings, Medical
and lodging?
b) Taxes, Entertainment, Savings
a) 75% b) 10% c) 80% d) 25%
= 40%
c) Taxes, Transportation, Medical
d) Taxes, Transportation, Electricity
= (c)
(ii) What seems to be his chief hobby?
iv. The expenditure on education is less than
a) entertainment b) traveling c) sports d) reading
= (b)
a) Savings b) Medical c) Food d) Transportation
= (c)
v. The expenditure on transportation is that on education
(iii) His boarding / loading expenses is Rs. 1600/- what does it
a) twice b) half of c) equal to d) more than
= (b)
mean?
a) He eats too much b) Rent and food cost high
PTA 4:
c) He needs comforts d) He doesn’t have a home
= (b)
(iv) He spends Rs.200/- on sports activities. What does this
show?
a) He wants to keep himself fit b) He enjoys life
c) He is young d) He has no other hobby.
= (a)
(v) His expenses on sports/books/entertainment show that __
a) he is thoughtless
b) he is thrifty
c) he is not serious d) he wants to enjoy a good life
= (d)
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i) Hotel ____ is the nearest to the bus stand.
a) Kannagi b) Midway c) Opal d) Meera
= (c)
ii) The tariff for an A/c room in Hotel Kannagi is Rs. _____
more than that of Hotel Meera.
a) 90 b) 190 c) 120 d) 110
= (b)
iii) Single room facilities are provided only in________.
a) Kannagi and Opal
b) Meera and Midway
c) Meera and Kannagi
d) Opal and Midway
= (c)
iv) _____ is suitable for an economical tourist with family.
a) Meera b) Opal c) Kannagi d) Midway
= (b)
v) The tariff at Hotel Meera is Rs.410 less than that of Hotel
_____.
a) Opal b) Kannagi c) Midway d) None of these
= (c)
PTA 5:
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i) The library gives most importance to ___
(a) Novels and short stories (b) Reference books
(c) History and Geography (d) Biographies
= (b)
ii) The least percentage of books stored in this
library is those on ___
(a) Science (b) History and Geography
(c) Arts
(d) Novels and Short stories
= (c)
iii) There are as many books on science as
there are on ___
(a) Biographies (b) Arts
(c) Novels and short stories (d) Reference
= (a)
iv) There is a ___ difference between books on
science, and those on Novels and short stories.
(a) 20% (b) 15% (c) 10% (d) 5%
= (d)
v) The percentage of books on biographies is
___ that of books on History and Geography.
(a) more than (b) less than (c) same as (d) half of =(c)
JUNE 2012:

i. The college does not offer a three year diploma course in
a) Nattuvangam b) Vocal Music c) Folk Art d) Bharatanatyam = (a)
ii. Students of foreign nations study at the college.
a) 5 b) 6 c) 7 d) 8
= (b)
iii. Nattuvangam pertains to
a) Classical singing
b) classical dancing
c) foreign language
d) martial arts
= (c)
iv. A Post Diploma course follows ___________
a) schooling
b) a degree course
c) the diploma course
d) a doctorate
= (c)
v. Post Diploma in is available at the college.
a) a Vocal and Instrumental music b) Folk Art
c) Bharatanatyam
d) Vocal music
= (d)
Book 160:

(i) What causes major pollution to water bodies?
a) washing clothes in river b) bathing cattle in rivers
c) Using lakes a public toilet
d) unfavoured well
= (c)
(ii) Identify the waste that is not dumped into the river.
a) kitchen wastes
b) chemical wastes
c) wind swept rubbish
d) toilet waste water = (c)
(iii) 10% of the river is used for ___
a) washing clothes b) bathing cattle c) washing clothes and bathing
cattle d) throwing waste into the river.
= (c)
(iv) ......per cent of hazard to water bodies in Sharath's
locality is caused by uncovered wells.
a) 40%
b) 5%. c) 20%
d) 15%.
= (c)
(v) State whether the following statement is true or false.
Sharath's locality does not have clean water. = (True)

1. Which hotel is the nearest to the Central bus stand?
OCTTOBER 2012:
= Hotel Pothigai is the nearest to the Central bus stand.
2. What is the rent of the A/C room at Hotel Cheran?
= The rent of an A/C room at Hotel Cheran is 500/- per day.
3. Why is the Kaveri Park Hotel so expensive?
= The room in the Kaveri Park Hotel is Double Deluxe A/C. So it is
very expensive.
4. What is the distance between the bus stand and Hotel
Pothigai?
= The distance between the bus stand and Hotel Pothigai is just 1
km.
5. Which is the hotel that can carter to all the requirements of
a thrifty tourists?
= Hotel Tamil Nadu is the hotel that can carter to all the
requirements of a thrifty tourists.
MARCH 2012:
(i) Only _____ pupils have scored 70%.
a) 10
b) 12
c) 14
d) 8
= (b)
(ii) Most of the pupils have scored _____ marks.
a) 55% b) 65% c) 75% d) 85
= (c)
(iii) ____ pupils have obtained below 70%.
a) 10
b) 20
c) 30
d) 40
= (b)
(iv) The marks secured by the least number of pupil is ___
a) 40% b) 50%. c) 60% d) 70%.
= (a)
(iv) ____ pupils have fared extremely well.
a) 10
b) 6.
c) 8
d) 4.
= (d)
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SSLC – ENGLISH – II SECTION – IV
17. Road map (வைரபட பா
வ ெசா

ைன
சாைல
இற
வல ப க
இட ப க
ேநராக ெச

ெகா ள ேவ
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PTA 2: You are near the school. A stranger asks you to
direct him to Mega Mart. Guide him with your directions in
about 50 words.

யைவ:

Step down the road.
Turn right.

Turn left.
Go straight.

சாைல வ ேய ெச

Walk along the road.
ப
ைய தா
ெச Walk past the school.
சாைல வ ேய ேநராக ெச Walk straight in the road.
அ த இட ைத பா கலா You will find the place.
சாைலைய கட
ெச
Cross the road.
ேகா
வைர ேநராக ெச Walk till you see the temple.
ேகா ைல அைடவா
You will reach the temple.
சாைல
இற
வல ப க
Step down the road and turn right.
சாைல
இற
இட ப க
Step down the road and turn left.
ப
ற இட ப க ெச
Turn left after the school.
MQP: Observe the map given below and write the
instructions required: You are near the park. A stranger
asks you to direct him to a textile shop. Guide him with
your directions in about 50 words.

Instructions to the stranger:
1) Step down the road before you.
2) Turn left and walk along the road.
3) There is a park in the left side of you
4) Walk along the till you reach the main road.
5) Walk straight in the Main road.
6) Turn left after the temple.
7) You will find a hotel before you.
8) Turn right before the hotel.
9) After the hotel you will find the Abirami textiles.
PTA 1:
You are near the church. A stranger asks you to direct
him to the Samgam Hotel. Guide him with your directions
in about 50 words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Step down the road.
Turn left.
Walk along the road to reach the main road.
Then turn left.
Walk along the road.
You will find a school.
Opposite to that you will see the Sangam hotel.

1. Step down the road and turn left.
2. Walk along the road.
3. Walk past the hospital.
4. Walk along the road.
5. Walk past the I st street.
6. You will find a temple.
7. Opposite to that you will see the Mega mart.
PTA 3: You are near Pandian Hotel. A stranger asks you
to direct him to the Employment Exchange. Guide him
with your directions in about 50 words.

1. Step down the road and turn left.
2. Walk along the road.
3. You will reach cross road.
4. Turn right and walk along the road.
5. Walk past the Appolo Hospital.
6. You will find Madhura coats show room.
7. Opposite to that you will see the Employment
Exchange.
PTA 4: You need to go to hospital to visit your sick aunt.
How will you go there? Describe your route.

1. Walk along the main road.
2. Walk past the Head Post Office.
3. Then turn right.
4. Walk past the cycle parking.
5. Turn right and walk till you see the school.
6. Turn left and walk along the street.
7. On your left you will find the hospital.
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PTA 5:

Mr. Roy is husband of Mrs. Roy.
Mrs. Roy is wife of Mr. Roy.
Mr. Roy is grandfather of Madan.
Mr. Roy is grandfather of Mamta.
Mrs. Roy is grandmother of Madan.
Mrs. Roy is grandmother of Mamta.
Amar is father of Madan.
Sunitha is mother of Mamta.
Mr. Roy is father of Amar.
Mr. Roy is father of Sunitha.
Mr. Roy is father of Prem.
Sunitha is aunty of Madan.
Prem is uncle of Madan.
Prem is uncle of Mamta.
Amar is brother of Sunitha.
Amar is brother of Prem.
Prem is brother of Amar.
Sunitha is sister of Amar.
Sunitha is sister of Prem.
Mamta is nice of Madan’s father.
Madan is nephew of Mamta’s mother.

உற

ைறக

husband
கணவ
wife
மைன
grandfather
தா தா
grandmother
பா
father
அ பா
mother
அ மா
son
மக
daughter
மக
brother
சேகாதர
sister
சேகாத
uncle
த பா / மாமா
aunt
/ அ ைத
nephew
உட
ற தவ
மக
niece
உட
ற தவ
மக
father-in-law
மாமனா
mother-in-law மா யா
son-in-law
ம மக
daughter-in-law ம மக
brother-in-law ைம
ன
sister-in-law
ைம
MARCH 2012: You are a leader at school and
you have to send your schoolmates to the
Public Hall for the Annual Day Rehearsals,
Guide them with your directions in about 50
words.

1. Turn Left in the road before you.
nd
2. Walk straight on the 2 lane.
3. Reach Richi Street and turn Right
st
4. Walk past the 1 lane and reach Major Lal Road
5. Turn Right and cross the road.
6. Walk past the Deep stores and Amit Hotel.
7. Turn left on the 1st Cross Road.
8. You will find the Public Hall on your left.
JUNE 2012: You are near the school. An old man who is
sick asks you to direct him to the hospital nearby. Guide
him with your directions in about 50 words.
1.

Step down the road.
2. Walk along the road.
3. Turn left in the first cut.
4. Walk straight in the Gandhi road.
5. Reach the signal.
6. Turn right and walk a few steps
7. On your right you will see the Get Well Hospital.
OCTOBER 2012: You are near the Government Hospital.
A stranger asks you to direct him to a nearby school.
Guide him with your directions in about 50 words.

1. Walk along the road.
2. Reach Government Hospital.
3. Turn right.
4. Walk along the Park Road.
5. Reach Gandhi Circle.
6. Round the Gandhi Circle.
7. Walk along the Park Road.
8. You will find the school on your left.
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SSLC – ENGLISH – II SECTION – IV (19) (B)
Look at the picture given below. Express your views on it
in about five sentences (5)

PTA 4:
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Look at the picture given below. Write five sentences in English
on what you think or feel when you seen this picture.

Water scarcity and poverty – the inseparable twins

There are three children in the picture. This picture shows
children carrying water. They are poor. They need healthy
food. There is no rain. So, there is water scarcity. The
water scarcity and poverty are the inseparable twins.
Where there is a water scarcity, there will be poverty.
PTA 1:

This is a beautiful picture. This is a natural scene. I like
this picture. It shows a sea. The sky is blue. The sea
shore is not even. There are trees on the sea shore. It
creates pleasure.
PTA 2:
Look at the picture given below. Write five sentences in
English on what you think or feel when you seen this
picture.

This is a beautiful picture. This is a natural scene. I like
this picture. It shows a hill (mountain). The sky is blue.
There are beautiful flowers. There are trees near the hill. It
creates pleasure.
PTA 3:

1. This picture shows a bus stand.
2. There is only one bus is there.
3. The bus station was crowded.
4. This is evening time.
5. The students are waiting for a bus.

1. The food was ready to eat.
2. Many varieties are placed on the leaf.
3. There is a sweet on the leaf.
4. Many side dishes are there.
5. The picture was beautiful.
PTA 5:

1. The picture shows a railway station.
2. There was a train.
3. The railway station was crowded.
4. They are ready for journey.
5. Some people are getting down.
(a) Picture of dead dolphins in the seashore

1. The picture shows the sea shore.
2. There are few dead dolphins.
3. These dolphins died due to water pollution.
4. Water pollution is very dangerous.
5. To save living things we should avoid pollution.
(b) Garbage can in bad condition

1. This is a picture shows waste materials.
2. This shows a dust bin.
3. The waste must be put only in the dust bin.
4. But the people don’t have this habit.
5. So the wastes are scattered all around it.
6. It is not hygienic.
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(c)

1. This is a picture shows the facial expressions of a man.
2. There are eight expressions.
3. They show the feelings of joy, sad, angry, bored, etc.
4. We generally like smiling face.
5. Face expresses the true feeling.
6. Face is the index of the mind.
(d)

1. The picture is beautiful.
2. This picture shows a meeting.
3. There are 12 members in the meeting.
4. They planning about something.
5. There is a leader.
6. He guides the team.
7. They are discussing about something.

(g)
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1. This is a beautiful picture.
2. This picture shows the rain water harvesting plan.
3. It also shows rain water harvesting plan for irrigation.
4. The rain water is collected from the roof.
5. Then the rain water is stored in a ground tank.
MARCH 2012:

1. The picture shows the joy of the boys.
2. There are five boys running.
3. It may be a race.
4. They never worry about the results.
5. Normally children are happy to play.
6. They may be poor. But they are happy.
7. I like this picture.
JUNE 2012:

(e)

1. This picture shows the water scarcity.
2. The people need drinking water.
3. They are rushed the water lorry.
4. Some people are trying to collect water.
5. Some people are quarrelling.
(f)

1. This is a beautiful picture.
2. This picture shows a flood.
3. There was heavy rain.
4. The house may be in a village.
5. There was no proper drainage.
6. So there was a flood.
7. Rain water harvesting may avoid flood.

1. What a beautiful picture it is!
2. There is a small boy in this picture.
3. He is running with our national flag.
4. He celebrates our national festival.
5. It shows the sign of patriotism.
OCTOBER 2012:

1. This is a class room.
2. There are four students.
3. There is a teacher.
4. The teacher is angry.
5. The teacher is scolding the student.
6. Other students are laughing.
7. The girl is so sad.
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